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.. We haTe lead this pamphlet carefully, and are prepared to say we have seen no work
for a long time which WIl tlunk so much deserves the attention of laboring men as this."CharIer Dak,
"It abf)U(ldsin hold and ori~nal thoughts. The illegal causes of poverty are stated, and a
IIoIimbetof important Propositions hearing on the suloJect laid down; and, on the whole,
"e consider It 'a wurk well worth stut!YlDg-affordmg, as it does, many valuable hinta
to the b\lltesman and political economist,"-Hunl'a
.1-rerchunl'8 Magazine.
'(An ahle, and certainly originat work, from the pen of LVSANIlPRSPooN!'RI Esq.,author of tbat powerful book \vhich demonstrates the unconstitutionality of American SlaThere is no. wnter of 'he age, of Iogieal acumen more searching than f:lpooner."
II 'fhis
new work is destined to lead to a re-examination of all former systems of political
economy." "At first blush his economical propositions strike us as sustaiuable-e-aud if
they are so, his work will prevail, and produce an important revolution ill the present pre.
vailing system."
.. Everyone should read it."-Bangor
Gazette •
..It is a bold attack upon some of the principles that regulate the Judiciary in thci~
decisions in regard to contracts. In so far as the causes of poverty are to be traced to
such sources at all, and to he remedied I,}' legal means, the work is one of great discrhni
aation and power."-lierald
of Freedom •
.. A neat pamphlet of 103 pages -a very remarkable production." .. Whether all the
antiCIpations of 1\1r. Spooner would be realized by the fnl1 adoption of his theory, we do
not here stop to inquire; lout we heartily commend his endeavor to the nonce of all who
love a transparent, forcible diction-intrepid
inde.P"ndence-oflginal
thoup-hl, ,',,1 ennre freedom from the cant of sect or party. As a Judicial writer, he has a depth, II compass, far beyond an}' one whose productions hare met our eye III a Ioug time."-Alb~lI!.t
Patriot •
.. Most men, in discussing this subject, would rear a pile of hypotheses hearcn-high,
and spin a wch of sophisms liroad enough to cover it, hut all to no practical use. To elUCIdate, to any purpose, the Causes and Cure nf Poverty requires the l,air,sl'htllllg sul,tlcl} of
a thorough-bred lawyer, or doctor of diviuity, united 10 profound legal knowledge, aud a
.trong, practiool, unhampered intellect j alii! the vcry man, of all uthers, to broach tlus
huslness is LVSANDERSPOO!<ER,the author of the above-named work. This book is
written with wonderful clearness and force. Thelropo'ltions
arc squared as exact, nud fil
as smooth as a set of mathematical hlocks; an the whole work will limn an cnciurlllU
monument of legal learniug and acumen." "He lays down seven pro\,usitiuns I1S the husl~
IIf his own scheme, each one of wluch is 10!1;icallydemonstrated am put beyond controversy. Every man is perbollUllr interested 111the subject of which 'th,s work treats, and
t~is fu~ alone should secure for It 811 immense circulatron, "-Hampshire
Herald .
.. The work now under nntice fully sustarus the rrplltalion of the author as a deep ahstract thinker, legal critic, acute reasoner, and henevolern 1",hl1(.111economibl."-Acli"
BalloU.
"Even propositions which appeared tn us at first view untenable are made to nppear at
lout plausible.
His views "r the causes of many deplorable eVIls III the ~Xlstlllg state
of scciety, under the prescnt system of Iegislanou, are 1I0t eaSIly put by. We do not now
agree with all the views of 1\111. l)POOSER. But we do bay Ihat we have derived instruclion from the perusal of his work before us lind that no intelligent man can gIve it a carefll perusal without perceiving thnt he is following the train of u strong, ccmprehensrre,
and cultivated mind,-and
that he is coming in contact with principles and arguments
which it is well that the community should know."-Christian
Freeman •
.. We wOIIJdcommend it to those who arc interested in such speculations, as II clear, dis.
~Siol\!lle,
well-considered examination.
011 paper, the conclusions follow beautifully
and naturally from the r,remises."-Chri.tian
Regit<tcl·.
"MR. SPOONER~I1S a clear head,and a right nohle heart." "PO~ERTY,". &.c,., is II well
Tl'asoneti and admllal,ly written hook. From our soul we thank hun for Its IImely and
Juchl exhilurinn 01 the demauds of natural jus lice, or the requirements of natural law, ~d
we sincerely hope that he lIlay continue his lnvestiguticns until he has completed a senea
uCpohucal elsal's, adapted to the wants of the times, such as no other man within our
knowledge is C3Jl11bleof preparing."
.. We warmly recommend it to the perusal of RlJ earnest and thollghtful."-CoriCllOO1l<lcnrc Q/' J'oi~,: of JIIlIII'/"I.
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Act of Congress of], 793.
AN

ACT

RESPECTING

FUGITIVES

FRO~t JUSTICE,

FRO~I THE SERVICE OF THEIR

A~D PERSONS ESCAPING

MASTERS.

SEC. 1. Be it enacted b!lthe Senate and House of lleprCJlenlati~CJl
of the United Slates of
America in Congress asstmUtd, That whenever the executive authority of any State In the
Union, or of either of the terntorlea northwest or south of the river Ohio, shall demand any person
as a fugitive from justice, of the executive authority of any such state or territory to which sucb
person shall hare Iled, and shall moreover produce the copy of an Indictment found, or an atliJavit
made before a magistrate of any state or territory as aforesaid, charging the person 80 demanded,
wuh having committed treason, felony or other crime, certified as authentic by the governor or
chief magistrate of the state or territory from whence the person so charged,lled, it shall be the
duty of the executive autbority of the state or territory to which such person shall hare fled, to
cause bim or her to be arrested and secured, and notice of the arrest to be' given to the executive
authority making such demand, or to the agent of such authority appointed to receive the fugitive,
and to cause the fugitive to be delivered to such agent when he shall appear: But if no such agent
shall appear within six months from the time of the arrest, the prisoner may be discharged.
And
all costs or expenses Incurred In the apprehending, securing, and transmitting such fugitive to the
state or territory making such demand, shall be paid by such state or territory.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That any agent appointed as aforesaid, wbo shall receive
the fugitive Into his custody, shall be empowered to transport him or her to the state or territory
from which he or she shall havelled.
And Ifany person or persons shall by force set at liberty, or
rescue the fugitive from such agent while transporting,
as aforesaid, the person or persons 80
otrending shall, on conviction, be fined not exceeding five hundred dollars, and be Impnsoned not
exceeding one year.
SEC. 3. And beit a180enacted, That whm a person held to labor In any of the United States, or
in either of the territories on the northwest or south of the river Ohio, under the laws thereof, shall
escape Into any other of the said states or territory, the person to whom ouch labor or service may
be due, his agent or attorney, Is hereby empowered to seize or arrest such fugitive from labor, and
to take him or her before any judge of the Circuit or District Courts of the United States, residing
or being within the state, or before any magistrate of a county, city or town corporate, wherein
such seizure or arrest shall be made, and upon proof to the satlsCaction of such judge or maglatrate,
either by oral testimony or affidavit taken before and cenlfied by a magistrate of any such state or
territory, that the person 90 seized or arr •• ted, doth, under the laws of the state or territory from
which he or shelled, owe servlce or labor to the person claiming him or her, It shall be the duty of
such judge or magistrate to give a certificate thereof to such claimant, bi. agent or attornoy, which
shall be sufficient warrant for removing the said fugitive from labor, tei the state or territory from
which he or she Iled.
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That any person who shall knowingly and wHItngly cbstruct
or hinder such claimant, his agent or attorney when so arrested pursuant to the authority herein
given or declared: or shall harbor or conceal such person after notice that he or she "as a fugitive
from labor, as aCoresald, shall, for either of the said offences, forfeit and pay the sum of five hundred
dollars. Which penalty may be recovered by and Cor the benefit of such claimant, by action of
debt, In any court proper to try the same; saving moreover to the person claiming such labor or
service, his right of action for or on account of the said Injuries or eltber of them.
JO:iATHAN

TRUMBULL,

Speak.r of the Hou8. of RepruentaliT!CJl.
JOHN ADAlIlS,

Vic. Pre.ident of the United Slates, and Pruident of the
Approved February

smau,

12th, 1793.

GEORGE WASIDNGTON,
Pruident of lhe United Statu.

Act of Congress of 1850.
AN

ACT

ACT

TO AMEND, AND SUPPLEMENTARY
RESPECTING FUGITIVES

THE SERVICE
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TO THE ACT,

ENTITLED"

AN

FROM JUfSTICE, AND PERSONS ESCAPING FROM

MASTERS,"

APPROVED FEBRUARY

12, 1793.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre.entatif:es of the United State. of America
in Congress assemiled, That the persona who have been, or may hereafter be, appointed eommlsstcnere, In virtue of any act of Congress, by the circuit courts of the United States, and who, in
consequence of such appointment, are authorized to exercise the powers that any justice of the
peace or other magistrate of any of the United State. may exerclse In respect to offenders for any
crime or offence againet the United States, by arresting, Imprisoning, or balling the same under
and by vlnue of the thlrt;r·thlrd section of the act of the twenty·fourth of September, leventeen
hundred and elghtj-nlne, entitled, .. An act to establlsh the judicial courts of the United States,"
shall be, and are hereby authorized and required to exercise and discharge all the powers and duties conferred by this act.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That the superior court of each organized territory of the
, United State. shall have the same power to appoint commissioners to take acknowledgments of
hall and affidavit, and to take depoeltlcns ofwitne.se.
In civil causes, which I. now possesoed by
the circuit courts of the United States j and all commissioners who shall hereafter be appointed for
such purposes by the euperior court of any orgamzed territory of th .. United States shall posee ••
all the powers and exercise all the duties conferred by law upon the commissioners appointed by
the circuit courts of the United States for slm liar purposee, and shall moreover exercise and discharge all the powers and duties conferred by this act.
Sac. 3. And be it further enacted, That the circuit courts oflhe United States, and the superior courts 0(1 each organized territory of the United States, shall from time to time enlarge tbe
number of commissioners, with a .iew to afford reasonable facilities to reclaim (ugltives from labor,
and to the prompt discharge oftbe duties Imposed by this act.
SEC. 4. And be il further enacted, That the commlssloners above named shall have concurrent
jurl.dlctlon with the judges of the circuit and district courts of the United States, In their respective circuits and districts within the sereral States, and the judges of the superior courts of the
Territories, .everally and collectivelY, In term time and vacation j and ehall grant certificates to
such claimants, upon satisfactory proof being made, with authority to take and remove such fugl·
tlves from servlce or labor, under tbe restrictions herein contained, to the State or Territory from
which such persons may have escaped or tied.
Sse, 6. And be it further enacted, That It shall be the duty of all marshals and deputy mar.hals to obey and execute aU warrants and precepts issued under tbe proviSions of this act, when
to them directed; and should any marshal or deputy marshal refuse to receive such warrant or
other process, When tendered, or to use all proper means diligently to execute the eame, he shall,
on conviction thereof, be fined In the Bum of one thousand dollars to tbe use of such claimant, on
the motion oi auch claimant, by the circuit or district court for the district of such marsbal; and
after arrest of such fugitive by such marshal or his deputy, or whilst at any time In hil cuatod;r,
under the provisions ofthis act, should euch fugitive escape, whether with orwllhout the assent of
such marshal or his deputy, such marshal shall be liable, on his official bond, to be prosecuted. for
the benefit of such claimant, for the full value of the service or labor of said fugitive In the State,
Territory, or dlotrlct whence he escaped j and the better to enable tho said comml .. loners, when
thus appointed, to execute their duties falthful1y and emclently, In conformity with the requirements of the constitution of the United States and of this act, tbey are hereb;r authorized and empowered, within their counties respectively, to appoint In writing under their hauds, anyone
or
mor esultable persons, from time to time, to execute .11 such warrants and otber process as may be
Issued by them In the lawful performance of their reepectlre dntles; with an autborlty to such
commissioners, or the persons to be appointed by them, to execute proc ... as aforesaid, to summon
and call to their aid the by.tanders, or po ... comitatus of the proper county, when necesaary to
Insure a faithful obeervance of the clause of the constitution referred to, In conformity with tbe provisions oBM. act; and all good eltlzena are hereby commanded to aid and ... I.t In the prompt and
efficient execution ohhis law, whenever their .enlces may be required, as aforesaid, for that PUl"
pose j and Slid warrants .hall run and be executed by said officers anywhere In the State within
which the,. arelasuee!.
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SBC. 6. And be it/urt1ier enacted, That wben a person beld to servlee or labor In any Slate or
Territor)' of tbe United Stetes baa heretofore or lhall hereafter escape Into another State or Terri.
tor)' ofth. United States, the person or pereone to wbom such servlce or labor may be due, or hi.,
her, or their agent or attorney, duly authorized, by power of attorney, in writing, acknowledged
and certified under the seal of soma legal office or court of the State or Territory In which the same
may be executed, 'may pursue ar{d reclaim such fugitive person, either by procuring a warrant
from some one of the courta, judges, or commissioners aforesaid, of the proper circuit, district or
county, for the apprehension of auch fugitive from eervlce or labor, or by seizing and arreatlng
such fugitive where the same can be done without process, aud by teking and causing such person
to be taken forthwith before such court, judge or commlssioner, whose duty It shall be to hear and
determine the case of euch claimant In a aummarj' manner; and upon Batlafactory proof being
made, by deposition or afildavlt, In writing, to be taken and certified by such court, judge, or
commissioner, or by other satisfactory testimony, duly taken and certified by some court, magi ••
trate, justice of the peace, or other legal officer authorized to administer an oath and take deposltlons under the laws of tbe State or Territory from which such person owing eerrlce or labor may
have escaped, with a certificate of such magistracy or other authorlly, as aforesaid, with the leal
of the proper court or officer thereto attached, which seal shall be sufficient to establish the competeney of the proof, and with proof, also by affidavit, of the Identity of the person who.e service or
labor Is claimed to be Gue as aforesaid, thet the person so arrested does In fact owe service or labor
to the person or persons claiming him or her, In the State or Territor)' from which such fugitive
may have escaped 118 aforesaid, and that said person escaped, to make out and deliver to such
claimant, hi. or her agent or attorney, a certificate setting forth the substantial fact. 118 to the servlceor labor due from such fugitive to the Claimant, and of his or her escape from the State or Ter.
litor)' In which such service or labor was due to the State or Territor)' In which he or she was
arrested, with authority to such claimant, or his or her agent or attorney, to use auch reasonabla
force and restraint 118 may be necessary under the circumstance.
of the cue, to take and remove
such fugitive person back to the State or Territor,. from whence he or sbe ma,. bave escaped as
aforesaid. In no trial or hearing under tbis act shall the testimony of such alleged fugitive be admitted In evidence; and the certificates In this and the first section mentioned shall be conclusive
of the right of the person or persons In whose favor granted to remove such fugitive to the State or
Territory from which he escaped, and sball preYent all molestation of said person or persons b,.
an,. process Issued by any court, judge, magistrate, or other person whomsoever.
SEC. 7• .And be itfurther enacted, That anj' person who shall knowingly and wlUlngly obstruct,
hinder, or prevent such claimant, bis agent or attorney, or any person or persons lawfull,. assl.ting
him, her, or them, from arresting euch fugitive from service or labor, either with or without process as aforesaid] or shall rescue, or attempt to rescue, such fugitive from servlce or labor, from
the custody of such claimant, his or her agent or auorney, or other person or persons lawfull,.
assisting as aforesaid, wben so arrested, pursuant to tho authority herein given and declared; or
shall aid, abet, or u,l,t such person, 80 owing rervice or labor as aforesaid, dlrectl,. or Indirectly,
to escape from such claimant, his agent or attorney, or otber person or persons, legally authorized
118 aforesaid;
or shall harbor or coneeal such rugitive, ao as to prevent the discovery and arreat 0
such person, after notica or knowledge of the fact that such person was a fugitive from aervlce or
labor as aforesald, shall, for either of said offences, be subject to a fine not exceeding one tbousand
dollars, and Imprisonment not exceeding alx months, b,.lndlctment
and conviction before the dll'
trlct court ofthe United States for the district In which such otrence may have been committed, or
before tbe proper court of criminal jurisdiction, If committed within anyone of the organized Ter·
ritories of the United Slates; and shall moreover forfeit and pay, by way of civil damages to the
party Injured b,. such Illegal conduct, the sum of one tbousand dollars for each fugitive 10 loot 118
afotCBald, to be recovered by action of debt In any of the district or territorial courte aforesaid, with'
in whose jurisdictlon the said otr.nce msy have been committed •
.slle. 8. And be It further enacted, That tbe marshals, their deputies, and the clerks of the said
diatrlct and territorial courts, shall be paid for tbeir services the like fees as may be allowed to
them for similar eerrte es In other cases ; and wbere such aervlce. are rendered exclullvely In the
arrest, cuatody, and deliver)' of the fugitive to the claimant, bis or her agent or attorney, or where
such supposed fugitive rna,. be discharged out of custodj' for the want of sufficient proof 118 afore·
said, then such fees are to be paid In the whole by.uch claimant, hll agent or altorney j and In all
caoea where tbe proceedings are before a comml .. ioner, he shall be entitled to a fee of ten dollar. In
full for his services In each case, upon tbl delivery oftbe said certificate to the claimant, hi. or her
agent or attorner; or a fee of fiTe dollars in cues where the proohhall not, In the opinion of such
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commlssloner, warrant such certificate and delivery, Incluslve of all services Inclelent to such arrut
and examination, to be paid in either Case by the claimant, his or her agent or attorney.
The per·
80n or persons authorlzed to execute the process to be issued by such commissioners for the arrest
and detention of fugitives from .ervlce or labor as aforesaid, shall also be entitled to a fee of fiTe
dollars each (or each person he or they may arrest and take beforo any such commissioner as afore·
said at the Instance and request o( such claimant, with such other fe.. as may b. deemed reasonahie by such comml •• ioner (or such other addrtlonal services as may be necessarily performed by him
or them: such as attending to the examination, keeping the (ugitive In custody, and providmg
him with food and lodging during his detention, and until the final determination of such commlsaioner: and In general for performing such other duties as may be required by such claimant, his or
her attorney or agent, or commissioner in the premises; such fees to be made up In conforrmty
with the fees usually charged by the officers of the courts of justice within the proper district or
county, as near as may be practicable, and paid by such clalmaate, their agents or attorneys,
whether such supposed fugitive from service or labor be ordered to be delivered to such claimants
by the final determination of such commissioner. or not.
SEC. 9. And be it further enacted, That upon affidavit made by the claimant of such (ugitlve,
his age:lt or attorney, after such certificate has been Issued, that he has reason to apprehend that
luch fugitive will be rescued by force from his or their possession before he can be taken beyond
the limits of the State In which the arrest Is made, It shall be the duty of the officer making the
arrest to retain such (ugitive In hi. custody, and to remove him to the State whence he fled, and
there to deilver him to said claimant, his agent or attorney.
And to this end tile officer aforesaid
I. hereby authorized and required to employ so many persons as he may deem neceseary, to overcome such force, and to retain them In his service 00 long as circumstances may require; the said
officer and hi. aselstants, while so employed, to receive the same compensation, and to be allowed
the same expenses as are now allowed by law for the transportation of criminals, to be ceruned hy
the judge of the district within which the arrest Is made, and paid out of the treasury of the United
State s,
SBC. 10. And be it further
enacted, That when any person held to service or labor In any State
or Territory, or In the DIstrict of Columbia, shall escape therefrom, the party to whom such service
or labor shall be duo, his, her, or their agent or attorney, may apply to any court of record therein,
or judge thereof In vacation, and make satisfactory proof to such court, or judge In vacation, of
tho escape aforesaid, and that the person escaping owed service or labor to such party. Whereupon
the court shall cause a record to be made of the matters so proved, and also a general description of
the person so escaping, with such convenient certainty as may be; and a transcript of such record
authenticated
by the attestation of'the clerk, and of the seal of the said court, being produced in
any other State, Territory, or District In which the person so escaping IDay be found, and being
exhibited to any ju~e, comml .. ioner, or other officer authorized by the law of the United State.
to cause persons escaping from service or labor to be delivered up, shall be held and taken to be
full and conclusive evidence of the (act of escape, and that the service or labor of the person escapIng Is due to the party In auch record mentioned.
And upon the production by the said party of
other and further evidence, I(necessary, either oral or by affidavit, In addition to what Is contained
In the said record, of the identity of tho person escaping, he or she shall be delivered up to the
claimant.
And the said court, commissioner, judge, or other person authorized by tbis act to grant
certificates to claimants of fugitives, shall, upon the production of the record and other evidencel
aforesaid, grant to such claimant a certificate o( his right to take any such person Identified and
proved to be owing service or labor as aforesaid, which certificate shall authorize such claimant to
seize or arrest and transport such person to the State or Territory (rom which he escaped: Pro"idtd, That nothing herein contained shaIl be construed as requiring the production of a transcript
of such record as evidence as aforesaid; but In Its absence, the claimshaIl be heard and determined
upon other satisfactory proofs competent In law.

HOWELL COBB,
Speaker of the BOUIe of Repre.cntatites.

WILLIAM R. KING,
President

of the Senate, pro tempore.

Approved September 18th, 1800.
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DEFENCE FOR FUGITIVE SLAVES.

CHAP'l'ER

1.

Unconstitutionality of the Acts of Congress of 1793 and 1850.
SECTION

1.

ADI\l\TTING,
for the sake of the argument-what is not true ill
fact-that
the words, "person held to service or labor," are a
legal description of a slave, and that the clause of the Constitution in reference to such persons, and the Act of Congress of
1793, and the supplementary Act of 1850, for carrying that
clanse into effect, authorize the delivery of fugitive slaves to
their masters-said
acts (considered as one,) are nevertheless
unconstitutional, in at least seven particulars, as follows:1. They authorize the delivery of the slaves without a trial
by jury.
2. The Commissioners appointed by the Act of 1850, are
not constitutional tribunals for the adjudication of such cases.
3. The State magistrates, authorized by the Act of 1793, to
deliver up fugitives from service or labor, are not constitutional tribunals for that purpose.
4. The Act of 1850 is unconstitutional, in that it authorizes
cases to be decided wholly on ex parte testimony.
5. The provisions of the Act of 1850, requiring the exclusion of certain evidence, are unconstitutional.
6. The requirement of the Act of 1850, that the cases be
adjudicated" in It summary manner," is unconstitutional.
1
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7. The prohibition, in the Act of 1850, of the issue of the
writ of Habeas Corpus for the relief of those arrested under
the act, is unconstitutional.
'I'hese several points I propose to establish.
SECTION

2.

Denial of a Trial by Jury.'*"
NEITHERthe Act of 1793, nor that of 1850, allows the alleged
slave a trial by jury. So far as I am aware, the onlyargument, worthy of notice, that has ever been offered against the
right of an alleged fugitive slave to a trial by jury, is that
given by Mr. Webster, in his letter to certain citizens of Newburyport, dated May 15, 18501 as follows :"Nothing is more false than that such jury trial is demanded, in cases of this kind, by the constitution, either in its
letter or in its spirit. 'l'he constitution declares that in all
criminal prosecutions, there shall be a trial by jury; the reclaiming of a fugitive slave is not a criminal prosecution.
"The constitution also declares that in suits at common
law, the trial by jury shall be preserved; the reclaiming of a
fugitive slave is not a suit at the common law; and there is no
other clause or sentence in the constitution having the least
bearing on the subject."
In saying that" the reclaiming of a fugitive slave is 110ta
criminal prosecution," Mr. Webster is, of course, correct. But
in saying that" the reclaiming of a fugitive slave is 110ta suit
at the common law," within the meaning of the constitutional
amendment, that secures a jury trial "in suits at common
law," he raises a question, which it will require something
more than his simple assertion to settle.
'If The argument on this point is substantially
the same as one embraced in the Letter of Hon. Horace Mann, published in the Boston Atlas, June 10, 1860. Although the
argument implies no m~rit on my part-It
being made up of definitions given by the
Supreme Court-it may yet be proper for me-by way of avoiding the appearance of
plagiarlsm=-to say that it was published in Burritt's Christian Citizen of June 8th,
1850, two dnys before the publlcatlon of Mr. Mann's.
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To determine whether the reclaiming of a fugitive slave is a
"suit at common law," within the meaning of the above
amendment to the constitution, it is only necessary to define
the terms" suit" and" common law," as used in the amendment, and the term" claim," as used in that clause of the
constitution, which provides that fugitives from service and
labor" shall be delivered up on claim of the person to whom
such service or labor may be due."
All these terms have been defined by the Supreme Court of
the United States. Their definitions are as follows:
In the case of Prigg vs, Pennsylvania, the court say"He (the slave) shall be delivered up on claim of the party
to whom such service or labor may be due. :II: * * A claim
is to be made.
What is a claim?
It is, in a just juridical
sense, a demand of some matter, as of right, made by one person upon another, to do, or to forbear to do, some act or thing
as a matter of duty. A more limited, but at the same time an
equally expressive definition was given by Lord Dyer, as
cited in Stowell vs. Zouch, Plowden 359 j and it is equally applicable to the present case j that' a claim is a challenge by a
man of the propriety or ownership of a thing which he has not
in his possession, but which is wrongfully detained from him.'
The slave is to be delivered up on the c1aim.II-16 Peters
614-15.
In Oohens vs. Virginia, the court say:
" What is a suit? We understand it to be the prosecution,
or pursuit, of some claim, demand, or request. In law language, it is the prosecution of some demand in a court of justice. 'The remedy for every species of wrong is,' says Judge
Blackstone, 'the being put in possession of that right whereof
the party injured is deprived.' The instruments whereby this
remedy is obtained, are a diversity of suits and actions, which
are defined by the Mirror to be 'the lawful demand of one's
right j' or, as Bracton and Fleta express it, in the words of
Justinian, 'jus prosequendi injudicio quod alieni dehetur,'-(the
form of prosecuting in trial, or judgment, what is due to any
one.) Blackstone then proceeds to describe every species of
remedy by suit j and they are all cases where the party sueing
claims to obtain something to which he has a right.
" To commence a suit, is to demand something by the institution of process in a court of justice j and to prosecute the
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suit, is, according to the common acceptation of language, to
continue that demand."-6
Wheaton 407-8.
In the case of Parsons vs. Bedford et. al., the court define
the term II common law," with special reference to its meaning
in the amendment to the constitution, which secures the right
of trial by jury II in suits at common law." The court say:
II The phrase C common law,' found in this clause, is used in
contradistinction to equity, and admiralty, and maritime jurisprudence. 'I'he constitution had declared in the third article,
• that the judicial power shall .extend to all cases in law and
equity arising under this constitution, the laws of tho United
States, and treaties made or which shall be made under their
authority, &c., and to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisprudence. It is well known that in civil causes, in courts of
equity and admiralty, juries do not intervene, and that courts
of equity use the trial by jury only in extraordinary cases to
inform the conscience of the court. W hen, therefore, we find
that the amendment requires that the right of trial by jury
shall be preserved in snits at common law, the natural conclusion is, that this distinction was present to the minds of the
framers of the amendment. By common law, they meant what
the constitution denominated in the third article, claw;' not
merely suits wlzich the common law recognized among its old
and settled proceedings, but suits in wldch legal rights were to
he ascertained and determined, in contradistinction to those uihere
equitable 1'ights alone uiere recognized, and equitable remedies
toere administered; or where, as in the admiralty, a mixture of
public law, and of maritime law and equity was often found in
the same suit."
'*' '*'
" In a just sense, the amendment, then, may be construed to
embrace all suits which are not of equity and admiralty jurisprudence, whatever may be the peculiar form uihich. they may
assume to settle legal rigltts."-3 Peters, 446.

*

*

Such are the definltions given by the Supreme Court of the
United States, of the terms cc claim," cc suit," and cc common
law," as used in the constitution ana amendment. If these
definitions arc correct, they cover the case of fugitive slaves.
If they are not correct, it becomes Mr. Webster to give some
reason against them besides his naked assertion, that cc the reclaiming of a fugitive slave is not a suit at the common law."
)Ir. Webster is habitually well satisfied with the opinions of
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the Supreme Court, when they make for slavery. Will he favor the world with his objections to them, when they make for
liberty 'l
Perhaps Mr. Webster will say that, in the case of a fugitive
slave, the matter" in controversy," is not II value "-to be
measured by II daUars," but freedom. But it certainly does
not lie in the mouth of the slaveholder, (however it might in
the mouth of the slave,) to make this objection-because
the
slaveholder claims the slave as property-as II value" belonging to himself.
SECTION

3.

The Commissioners, authorized by the Act of 1850, are not
Constitutional Tribunals for the performance of the duties
assigned them.
THE office of the Commissioners, in delivering up fugitive
slaves, is ajudicialoffice.
They are to try II suits at common
law," within the meaning of the constitution, as has just been
shown. They are to give, not only judgment, but final judgment, in questions both of property, and personalliberty-(of
property, on the part of the complainant, and of liberty, on the
part of the alleged slave.) Indeed, the Supreme Court have
decided that the office of delivering up fugitive slaves is a judicialone.
Say they,
"It is plain, then, that where a claim is made by the owner,
out of possession, for the delivery of a slave, it must be made,
if at all, against some other person; and inasmuch as the right
is a right of property, capable of being recognized and asserted
by proceedings before a court of justice, between parties adverse to each other, it constitutes, in the strictest sense, a controversy between the parties, and a case arising under the constitution of the United States; within the express delegation of
judicial power given by that instrument."-Prigg
vs. Pennsylvania, 16 Peters, 616.
These Commissioners, therefore, are "judges,"
meaning of that term, as used in the constitution,
1*

within the
And being
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judges, they necessarily come within that clause of the constitution, (Art. 3, Sec. I,) which provides that" The judges,
both of the supreme and inferior courts, shall hold their offices
during good behavior, and shall, at stated times, receive for
their services, a compensation, which shall not be diminished
during their continuance in office."
'I'he object of this provision of the constitution, in requiring
that all "judges" shall receive a fixed salary, or "a compensation, at stated times," instead of receiving their pay in the
shape of fees in each case-thus making its aggregate amount
contingent upon the number of cases they may try-was
to
secure their impartiality and integrity, as between the parties
whose causes should come before them. If a judge were to
receive his compensation in the shape of fees for each case, he
would have a pecuniary inducement to give a case to the
plaintiff, without regard to its merits. And for these reasons.
Plaintiffs have the privilege of selecting their own tribunals.
If a particular judge be known as uniformly or usually giving
cases to plaintiffs, he thereby induces plaintiffs to bring their
cases before him, in preference to other tribunals. He thus
tries a larger number of cases, and of course obtains a larger
amount of fees, than he would if he were to decide impartially.
He thus induces also the institution of a larger number of suits
than would otherwise be instituted, because if plaintiffs are
sure, or have a reasonable probability, of gaining their causes,
without regard to their merits, they will of course bring many
groundless and unjust suits, which otherwise they would not
bring.
It is obvious, therefore, that the payment of judges by the
way of fees for each case, has a direct tendency to induce
corrupt decisions, and destroy impartiality in the administration of justice. And the constitution-by
requiring imperatively that judges" shall receive" a fixed salary, or "a compensation at stated times," has in reality provided that the
rights of no man, whether of property or liberty, shall ever be
adjudicated by a judge, who is liable to he influenced by the
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pecuniary temptation to injustice, which is here guarded
against.
The legal objection I now make is not that the Commissioners or judges are paid double fees for deciding against
liberty, or for deciding in favor of the plaintiffs-(a provision
more infamous probably, for the pay of the judiciary, than
was ever before placed upon a human statute book)-but it is
that they are paid in' fees at all j that they receive no " compensation at stated times," as required by the constitution j
that their pay is contingent upon the number of cases they can
procure to be' brought before them j in other words, contingent
upon the inducements, which, by their known practice, they
may offer to the claimants of slaves to bring their cases before
them.
The argument on this point, then, is, that inasmuch as the
constitution imperatively requires that" judges shall receive, at
stated times, a compensation for their services," and inasmuch
as the Act of 1850 makes no provision for paying these Commissioners any II compensation at stated times," they are not
constitutional tribunals, and consequently, have no authority
to act as judges or commissioners in execution of the law j and
their acts and decisions are of necessity binding upon nobody.
In short, a Commissioner, instead of being one of the judges
of the United States,]laid by the United States, is, in law, a
mere hired kidnapper, employed and paid by the slave-hunter
-and every body has a right to treat him and his decisions
accordingl y. '*'
'If The Commissioners are probably unconstitutional judicial tribunals for another
reason, to wit, that the law, which authorizes their appointment, makes no provision
that they" shall hold their offices during good behavior," as the constitution requires
that IIjudges" shall do. The laweays nothing of tho tenure, by which they shall
hold their offices; it simply provides II That it shall be lawful for the Circuit Court oC
the United States, to be holden in any district, 'If 'If to appoint auch and BO many diecreet persons, in different parts of the district, as such court shall deem necessary, to
take acknowledgments oC bail and affidavits," &c.
Stat. 20th
1..ll; u. B. Stal. al Large, Vol. 2, 678.
I understand the general opinion to be that, under this law, the commissIoners are
entitled to hold their offices only during the pleasure oC the courts that appoint them.

re;
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SECTION

4.

The State Magistrates, authorized by the Act of 1793, to deliver up fugitives from service or labor, are not constitutional
tribunals for that purpose.
THE Act of 1793 requires the State magfstrates-"
any magistrate of a county, city, or town corporate "-to deliver up
fugitives from service or labor. This provision is plainly unconstitutional, for several reasons, to wit:
1. The State Oourts are not" established" by Congress,
as the constitution expressly requires that all courts shall be,
in whom" the judicial power of the United States shall be
vested."
2. The judges" of the State courts do not "at stated
times, receive for their services a compensation," (from the
United States,) as the constitution requires that the judges of
the United States shall do.
3. The judges of the State courts do not receive their offices
or appointments in any of the modes prescribed by the constitu tion. The president does not" nominate," nor does he "by
and with the consent of the Senate, appoint II them to their
offices; nor is their" appointment vested in the president alone,
in the courts of law, or in the heads of departments."
4. The State magistrates are not commissioned by the
President of the United States, as the constitution requires that
" all officers of the United Sta tes II shall be.
5. The State judges are not amenable to the United States
for their conduct in their offices; they cannot be impeached, or
removed from their offices, by the Oongress or the government
of the United States.
For these reasons the Act of 1793, requiring the State magistrates to deliver up fugitives, is palpably unconstitutional.
Indeed the Supreme Oourt of the United States have decided
as much; for they have decided that,
"Oongress cannot vest any portion of the judicial power of
It
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the United States, except in courts ordained and established
by itself."-.ll'Iartin vs. Hunters, Lessee, 1 Wheaton 330.
Also, "The jurisdiction over such cases, (cases arising under
the constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States,) could
not exist in the State courts previous to the adoption of the
constitution, and it could not afterwards be directly conferred
on them j for the constitution expressly requires the judicial
power to be vested in courts ordained and established by the
United States."-Same, P: 335.
But although this act is thus palpably unconstitutional, the
Supreme Court, in the Prigg case, with a corruption, that
ought to startle the nation, and shake their faith in all its decisions in regard to slavery, declared that" no doubt is entertained by this court that State magistrates may, if they choose,
exercise that authority, unless prohibited by State legislation."
-16 Peters, 622.
Thus this court, who knew-as
the same court had previously determined-that
Congress could confer upon the State
magistrates no "judicial power" whatever, nevertheless attempted to encourage them to assume the office of judges of
the United States, and use it for the purpose of returning men
into bondage-under
the pretence that an act of Congress, admitted to be unconstitutional, would yet be a sufficient justification for the deed.
That court knew perfectly well that a law authorizing a
claimant to arrest a man, on the allegation that he was a slave,
and then take him before the first man or woman he might
happen to meet in the street, and authorizing such man or
woman to adjudicate the question, would be equally constitutional with this act of 1793, and would confer just as much
judicial authority upon such man or woman, as this act of
1793 conferred upon the State magistrates j and that it would
be just as lawful for such man or woman to adjudicate the
case of an alleged slave, and return him into bondage, under
such a law, as it is for a State magistrate to do it under the
law of 1793.
It is worthy of remark, that the same judge-and
he a
northern one, (Story,)-who
delivered the opinion, declaring
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that "Congress cannot vest any portion of the judicial power
of the United States, except in courts ordained and established
by itself," delivered the other opinion declaring that" no doubt
is entertained by this court that State magistrates may, if they
choose, exercise that authority, unless prohibited by State legisla tion."
It is also worthy of notice, that everyone of the definitions
before given, (Sec. 2,) of "claim," II suit," and "common
law,"-from which it appears that a "claim II for a fugitive
slave is a "suit at common law," within the meaning of the
constitution, and must therefore be tried by a jury-were taken
from opinions delivered in the Supreme Court by Story. He
also, in the Prigg case, said that a claim for a fugitive slave
"constitutes, in the strictest sense, a controversy between the
parties, and a case' arising under the constitution of the United
States,' within the express delegation of judicial power given
by that instrument."
And yet this same Story, in his Commentaries on the Constitution, says that this" suit at common
law," this "controversy between the parties," this "case arising under the constitution, within the express delegation of
judicial power given by that instrument," has no more claim to
ajudicial investigation on its merits, than is had when a fugitive from justice is delivered up for trial. He says,
" It is obvious that these provisions for the arrest and removal of fugitives of both classes contemplate summaru ministerial (not judicial, but ministerial-that
is executive) proceedings, and not the ordinary course of judicial investigations, to
ascertain whether the complaint be well founded, or the claim
of ownership be established beyond all legal controversy. In
cases of suspected crimes the guilt or innocence of the party is
to be made out at his trial j and not upon the preliminary inquiry, whether he shall be delivered up. All that would seem
in such cases to be necessary is, that there should be prima
facie evidence before the executive authority to satisfy its
judgment, that there is probable cause to believe the party
guilty, such as upon an ordinary warrant would justify his
commitment for trial. And in cases of fugitive slaves there
would seem to be the same necessity for requiring only prima
facie proofs of ownership, without putting the party, (the
claimant.) to a formal assertion of his rights by a suit at law."
3 Story's Commentaries, 677-8.
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The Act of 1850 is unconstitutional for the same reason as
is the Act of 1793; for the Act of 1850 (Sec. 10,) authorizes
any State Court of record, orjudge thereof in vacation, to take
testimony as to the two facts of a man's being a slave, and of
his escape; and it provides that any testimony which shal1 be
" satisfactory" to such State" court, or judge thereof in vacation," on those two points, "shall be held and taken to be full
and conclusive evidence" of those facts, by the United States
"court, judge, or commissioner," who may have the final disposal of the case.
11 thus authorizes the State court, or judge thereof in vacation, absolutely, and without appeal, to try those tioo points in
every case-leaving only the single point of identity to be tried
by the United States" court, judge, or commissioner."
Now it is as clearly unconstitutional for Congress to give, to
a State court or judge, final jurisdiction, (or even partial jurisdiction.) of two-thirds of a case, (that is, of two, out of the
only three, points involved in the case,) as it would be to give
them jurisdiction of the whole case.
I suppose the ground, if any, on which Congress would pretend to justify this legislation, is the following provision of the
constitution-(Art.
4, Sec. 1.)
"Full faith and credit shall be given in each State to the
public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of every other
State. And the Congress may by general laws prescribe the
manner in which such acts, records and proceedings shall be
proved, and the effect thereof."
But" the public acts, records, and judicial proceedings" of
a State, which are here spoken of, are only" the public acts,
records, and judicial proceedings," done, made, and had, by
State officers, under the laws of the State. A State judge is not
an officer of the State, when exercising an authority conferred
upon him by the United States; nor are his" acts, records, or
judicial proceedings," the" acts, records, or judicial proceedings" of the State-but only of the United States.* It is only
"'"In truth, " the acts, records, and judicie.1 proceedings" of a State judge, when exercising a judicial authority purporting to be conferred upon him by the United States,
are not even the" acts, records, or judicial proceedlngs " of the Dnited Sia/e.-for the
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when acting as an officer of the Stale, under the laws of the
State, that his" acts, records, and judicial proceedings" are
the II acts, records, and judicial proceedings" of the Slate.
Congress seem to have been inspired with the idea that, although they could not directly confer upon a State judge that
II judicial power,"
which the constitution requires to be vested
only in judges of the United States, yet, if, by any unconstitutional law, they could but induce a State judge to exercise
" the judicial power of the United States," so far as to hear
and determine upon the evidence, (in a case arising under the
constitution and laws of the United States,') and malce a record
of his proceedings and determination, they (Congress) could
then, by virtue of this article of the constitution, "prescribe
the manner in which such records and judicial proceedings
shall be proved, and the effect thereof," (before a court of the
United States,) as if they were really the" records and judicial proceedings" of the State itself.
If this wonderfully adroit process were to succeed, Congress
would be able to transfer all the real "judicial power of the
United States," to the State II courts, or judges thereof in vacation "-leaving the United States courts nothing to do but to
receive the ","ecords" made by these State courts and judges,
and give them such" effect" as Congress might prescribe.
But this remarkable contrivance must fail of its purpose,
unless it can be shown that the" acts, records and judicial
proceedings," which may be had and made by a State" court
of record, or judge thereof in vacation,"-not
by virtue of any
authority granted them by the State, but only by virtue of an
unconstitutional
law of Congress-nre
really the
acts,
records, and judicial proceedings" of the State itself.
The moti ve of this attempt, on the part of Congress, to transfer to the State courts and judges full and final jurisdiction
over the two facts, that a man was a slave, and that he
escaped, is doubtless to be found in the statement made by
I[

United States have no constltntlonal power to confer any such authority upon hlm-:and consequently his acts, in execution of SIIoh nn authority, are legally nothing more
than his private acts as an Individual.
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Senator Mason, of Virginia, the Chairman of the Committee
that reported the bill, and the principal champion of the bill in
the Senate. In a speech upon the bill, on the 19th day of August, 1850, (as reported in the Washington Union and Intelligencer,) in describing" the actual evils under which the slave
States labor in reference to the reclamation of these fugitives,"
he said"Then again, it is proposed, (by one of the opponents of the
bill,) as a part of the proof to be adduced at the hearing after
the fugitive has been recaptured, that evideuce shall be brought
by the claimant to show that slavery is established in the
State from which the fugitive has absconded. Now, this very
thing, in a recent case in the city of New York, was required
by one of the judges of that State, which case attracted the attention of the authorities of Maryland, and against which they
protested, because of the indignities heaped upon their citizens,
and the losses which they sustained in that city. In that case,
the judge of the State court required proof that slavery was
established in Maryland, and went so far as to say that the
only mode of proving it was by reference to the statute book.
Such proof is required in the Senator's amendment j and if he
means by this that proof shall be brought that slavery is established by existing laws, it is impossible to comply with the
requisition, for no such proof can be produced, I apprehend, in
any of the slave States. I am not auiare that there is a single
State in which the institution is established by positive law. On
a former occasion, and on a different topic, it was my duty to
endeavor to show to the Senate that no such law was necessary for its establishment; certainly none could be found, and
110newas required in any of the States of the Union."
It thus appears by the confession of the champion of the bill
himself, that everyone of these fugitive slave cases would
break down on the first point to be proved, to wit, that the alleged fugitive was a slave-if that fact were left to be proved
before a court that should require the claimant to show any
law which made the man a slave. It was therefore indispensable that this fact should be proved only to the satisfaction of
one of those State judges, who have acquired the habit of deciding men to be slaves: without any law being shown for it.
2
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SECTION

5.

Ex parte Evidence.
THE Act of 1850 is unconstitutional, in that it authorizes cases
to be decided wholly on ex parte testimony.
The 4th Section of the' act makes it the "duty" of the
"court, judge, or commissioner," to deliver up an alleged fugitive, "' upon satisfactory proof being made by deposition or
affidavit, in writing,
=II' or by other satisfactory
testimony,
and with proof also by affidavit of the identity of the person," &c.
It thus allows the whole proof to be made by "affidavit"
alone, which is wholly an ex parte affair. And if this testimony be "satisfactory" to the court, judge, or commissioner,
they are authorized to decide the case upon, that testimony
alone, without giving the defendant any opportunity to confront or cross-examine the witnesses of the claimant, or to offer
a particle of evidence in his defence.
The 10th Section of the act is of the same character as the
4th, except that it is worse. It first provides that a claimantby a wholly ex parte proceeding-may
make "satisfactory
proof"-to " any court of record, or judge thereof in vacation," in the" State, Territory, or District," from which a fugitive is alleged to have escaped-that
a person has escaped,
and that he owed service or labor to the party claiming him.
It then, not merely permits, but imperatively requires, that this
ex parte evidence, when a transcript thereof is exhibited in the
State where the alleged fugitive is arrested, "sltall be held and
taken to be full and conclusiue evidence of the fact of escape,
and that the service or labor of the person escaping is due to
the party in the record mentioned."
It thus absolutely requires, that on the production of certain
ex parte evidence by the claimant, the court, judge, or commissioner shall decide these two points-the
fact of escape,
and that the fugitive owed service or labor to the claimantagainst the defendant, without giving him a hearing.

'*' *

'*'
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It then permits the judge to decide the only remaining point,
to wit, the identity of the person arrested with the person escaped-upon the same testimony. But it allows him to receive
"other and further evidence, if necessary," on this single point
of identity.
Thus this section imperatively prescribes that, at the pleasure of the claimant, certain ex parte testimony" shall be held
and taken to be full and conclusive evidence," on two, out of
the three, points involved in the case. And on the only remaining point, it requires" other and further evidence," only
on the condition that it shall be "necessary" in the mind of
the judge or commissioner. And if "other and further evidence" be "necessary," that also may be "either oral, or by
ajjidavit," which last is necessarily ex parte.
Thus the act authorizes the whole case to be decided wholly
on ex parte evidence, if such evidence be "satisfactory" to the
commissioner i and, at the option of the claimant, it makes it
obligatory upon the commissioner to receive such testimony
as "full and conclusive evidence," on two, out of the only
three, points involved in the case.
There is not a syllable in the whole act that suggests, implies, or requires that the individual, whose liberty is in issue,
shall be allowed the right to confront or cross-examine a single
opposing witness, or even the right to offer a syllable of rebutting testimony in his defence.
Now, I wish it to be understood that I am not about to argue the enormity of such an act, but only its unconstitutionality.
The question involved is, whether Congress have any constitutional power to authorize courts to decide cases, "suits
at common law," or any other cases, on ex parte testimony
alone 1
The constitution declares that "the judicial power shall
extend to all cases in law and equity, arising under this constitution, the laws of the United States,
:11= to controversies
to which the United States shall be a party i to controversies
between two or more States, between a State and citizens of
another State, between citizens of different States," &c., &C.

*
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What then is a :r case? " " Case" is a technical term in
the law. It is a "suit," a "controversy" before a judicial tribunal, or umpire. The constitution uses the three terms,
"case," "suit," and" controversy," as synonymous with each
other. They all imply at least two par lies, who are antagonists to each other. There can be no "controversy,"
where there is but one party.
Nor can there be a "controversy" where but one of the parties is allowed to be heard.
Say the Supreme court, "A case in law or equity consists
of the right of one party, as well as of the other."
Cohens vs. Virginia, 6 Wheaton 379.
What is this" right" which is at the same time" the right
of one party, as well as of the other?"
It cannot be a right
to the thing in controversy j because that can be the right of
but one of them. The" right," therefore, that belongs to
" one party as well as the other," can be nothing less than the
equal right of each party to produce all the evidence naturally
applicable to sustain his own claim, and defeat that of his adversary j to have that evidence weighed impartially by the tribunal that is to decide upon the facts proved by it; and then
to have the law applicable to those facts applied to the determination of the controversy.
It has already been shown that the claim to a fugitive slave,
is a "case," "suit," and "controversy,"
arising under the
constitution of the United States j and as such, to use the language of the court, is "within the express delegation of judicial power given by that instrument."
The question now arises, what is "the judicial power of the
United States?"
I answer, it is the power to take judicial cognizance or jurisdiction of, to try, adjudicate, and determine, all "cases,"
"suits," and "controversies, arising under the constitution and
laws of the United States," &c.
The judicial power, therefore, being a power to try cases, necessarily includes a power to determine what evidence is applicable to a case, and to admit, hear, and weigh all the evidence
that is applicable to it. A case can be tried only on the evi-
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dence presented. In fact, the evidence constitutes the case to
be tried. If a part only of the evidence, that is applicable to
a case-or that constitutes the case-or that is necessary for
the discovery of the truth of the case-be presented, weighed,
and tried, the case really in controversy between the parties is
not tried, but only a fictitious one, which Congress or the courts
have arbitrarily substituted for the true one. If, whenever a
case, arising under the constitution or laws of the United
States, is instituted by one indivdual against another, Congress have constitutional power to substitute a fictitious case
for the real one, and to require that the real one abide the result of the fictitious one, they have power to authorize cases
to be tried on ex parte testimony-otherwise
not. In what
clause of the constitution such a power is granted to Congress,
no one, so far as I am aware, has ever deigned to tell us.
No one will deny that the question, what evidence is admissible in a case, or makes part of a case, or is applicable to
a case, is, in its nature, a judicial question. And if it be, in
its nature, a judicial question, the power to determine it is a
part of "the judicial power of the United States," and consequently is vested solely in the courts.
And Congress have
clearly as much right to usurp any other" judicial power"
whatever, as to usurp the power of deciding what evidence is,
and what is not, admissible-or what evidence shall, and
what evidence shall not, be admitted.
As a general rule, the decision of these questions, of the admissibility of evidence, is left to the courts. But legislatures
are sometimes so ignorant or corrupt as to usurp this part of
"the judicial power;" and the courts are always, I believe,
ignorant, servile, or corrupt enough to yield to the usurpation.
The simple fact that all questions of the admissibility of
evidence are, in their nature, judicial questions, proves that the
power of deciding them, is a part of "the judicial power of the
United States j" and as all "the judicial power of the United
States" is vested in the courts, it necessarily follows that Congress cannot legislate at all in regard to it, either by prescribing what evidence shall, or what shall not, be admitted, in

2*
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any case whatever. For them to do so is a plain usurpation
of II judicial power."
Among all the enumerated powers, granted to Congress,
there is no one that includes, or bears any, the remotest, resemblance to a power to prescribe what evidence shall, and
what shall not, be admitted by the courts, in the trial of a
case. There is none that bears any resemblance to a power
to authorize or require the courts to decide cases on ex parte
testimony alone. If a judge were thus to decide a case, of his
own will, he would be impeached. The assumption, on the
part of Congress, of a power to authorize the courts to do such
an act, is a thoroughly barefaced usurpation.
If Congress
can authorize courts to decide cases, on hearing the testimony
on one side only, they have clearly the same right to authorize them to decide them without hearing any evidence at
all.
SECTION

6.

The provisions of the act of 1850 requiring the exclusion of
certain evidence, are unconstitutional.
Those provisions of the act, which specially require the exclusion of certain testimony, naturally applicable to the case,
are unconstitutional for the same reason as are those which
purport merely to authorize or allow the decision of the case
on ex parte testimony. That reason, as has been already
stated in the preceding section, is that such legislation is an
usurpation, by Congress, of Uthe judicial power"-or
rather
an attempt to control the judicial power-for which no authority is given in the constitution.
"The judicial power"
being vested in the courts, Congress can of course neither exercise nor control it.
If congress can, by statute, require the exclusion of any testimonywhatever, that is naturally applicable to a case, they
can require the exclusion of all testimony whatever, and require cases to be decided by the courts, without hearing any
evidence at all.
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There are two provisions in the act of 1850, which specially
require the exclusion of testimony, on the part of the defendant.
The first is the one, (sec. 10), already commented upon, which
requires that certain ex parte testimony taken by the claimant,
II shall be held and taken to be full and conclusive
evidence,"
on the two points to which it relates, to wit, the fact of slavery,
and the fact of escape. This requirement that this ex parte
testimony shall" be held and taken to be full and conclusive
evidence II of those two facts, is an express exclusion of all rebutting testimony relative to those facts.
The other provision of this kind, is in the 4th section, in
these words.
"In no trial or hearing, under this act, shall the testimony
of such alleged fugitive be admitted."
The act itself admits that the testimony of one of the parties,
the claimant, is legitimate evidence-for it permits it to be received, and, if it be "satisfactory" to the court, judge, or commissioner, allows the case to be determined on his testimony
alone. Indeed, without the claimant's own testimony, his case
could rarely, if ever, be made out-because
he alone could
generally know whether he owned the slave, and he alone
(except the slave) could know whether the slave escaped, or
whether he had permission to go into another state. It is
therefore indispensable to the success of these cases generally,
that the claimant's own testimony should be received j and if
his testimony be admissible, the testimony of the opposing
party must be equally admissible j and for Congress to prohibit its admission is, for the reasons already given, an usurpation of" the judicial power."*
... On general principles, the testimony of the parties themselves, In all cases, civil
and criminal, Is legitimate, and neither Congress nor the courts have any authority to
exclude it.
In civil cases the testimony of the parties Is legitimate, because they alone know the
whole truth, 115 to the matter in controversy, and it is hardly possible to conceive of a
case in which it would not be for the Interest of one or the other of the parties to disclose it. If, therefore, the parties themselves are allowed to testify, it is morally certain, 115 a general thing, that the whole truth will be told. If the parties agree in their
testimony, the facts of the case are at once ascertained, and the necessity and expense
of further testimony is saved. If they disagree, the testimony of third persons can
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SECTION

7.

The requirement oj the act oj 1850, that the cases be acijudicated "in a summary manner," is unconstitutional.
Section 6th of the act makes it the "duty"
of the court,
judge, or commissioner, "to hear and determine the case of
such claimant in a summary manner."
This determining the case in a summary manner is only
another mode of excluding testimony on the part of the defendant. 'I'he plaintiff of course prepares his testimony beforehand, and has it ready at the moment the alleged fugitive is
arrested. If the case then be tried, without giving the defendant time to procure any testimony, the decision must necessarily be made upon the testimony of the claimant alone. Such
is the design of the act, for the defendant being arrested, the
then be brought in as supplementary to that of the parties i and the presumption must
be that it will corroborate the party whose testimony is true. But if the testimony of
third persona alone is received, there can be no certainty at all that the whole truth is
told, in hardly any conceivable case i and consequently there can be no certainty that
the decision corresponds with the real merits of the case.
It is absurd to exclude both the parties, on the ground of interest, for two reasons.
1. Because they have the same interests respectively i their opposing interests therefore exactly balance each other; and they consequently stand on a perfect level with
each other in that respect. 2. Because, being parties, their interests are necessarily
known to the tribunal that weighs their ,testimony, and that tribunal will of course
make the proper allowance for their interests, and judge of the credibility of their testimony accordingly.
In snits in equity, all courts receive the testimony of the parties themselves; and
there is no rational ground whatever for making a distinction, in this respect, between
snits in equity, and suits in law. Blackstone says,
"It seems the height of judicial absurdity, that in the same cause, between the
same partiesl in the examination of the same facts, a. discovery- by the oath of the
parties should be permitted on one side of Westminster Hall, (In the equity courts),
and denied on the other, (in the law courts); or that jud!!es of one and the same
court should be bound by law to reject such a species of evidence, if attempted on a.
trial at bar, but, when sitting the next day as a conrt of equitr., should be obliged to
hear such examinations read, and to found their decrees upon It."
8 Blacksume, o: 28.
Incriminal cases, nothing can be more absurd, cruel, or monstrous, nothing more
:tnanifestly c.ontrary to all the dictates of humanity, justice, and common sense, than
to close the mouth of an accused person, and forbid him to oft'er any explanation or
justification of his conduct, or to give any denial to the testimony bronght against
him-and thus throw him, for the protection of iUs life, liberty, and character, upon
such evidence of other persons as chance may happen to throw in his way.
No doubt the guilty would generally attempt to hide their guilt by falsehood; but to
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act requires that he shall be "taken forthwith before such
court, judge, or commissioner, whose duty it shall be to hear
and determine the case of such claimant in a summary manner,"-that
is, without granting the delay necessary to enable
the defendant to obtain testimony for his defence.
The whole object and effect of this provision is to make it
necessary for the court to determine the case on the evidence
furnished by the plaintiff alone. And the exclusion of all testimony for the defendant, by this H summary" process, is
equally unconstitutional with its exclusion in the manner
commented on in the last two preceding sections-for the right
of a party to be heard in a court of justice, necessarily implies
a right to reasonable time in which to procure his testimony.

SECTION

8.

The suspension of the writ of Habeas Corpus, by the act of
1850, is unconstitutional.
Section 6th of the act provides
and the first section mentioned,
right of the person or persons in
move such fugitive to the state

that "the certificates in this
shall be conclusive of the
whose favor granted, to reor territory from which he

presume that an accused person will testify falsely, is to presume him guilty before
he is heard, which we have no right to do. The law presumes an accused person innocent until he is proved guilty.
Consistently with this presumption, the law is
bound to presume that he will tell the truth, because, if he be innocent, as the law
presumes him to be, the truth would best serve his purpose.
If the principle of shutting the mouth of an accused person, and compelling him to
rely for his defence upon such stray evidence as may chance to faU in his way, be a
sound one, it should be acted upon always, and everywhere.
The father should 'strike,
but never hear, his child. And it should be the same throughout society. A man accused of any thing offensive or injurious to others, should never be allowed, with his
own lips, either to deny the act, or justify it.
It is manifest that if such a principle were acted upon in society generally, it would
lead to universal war. Yet the principle would be no less absurd or monstrous in society at large, than it is in courts of jnstice.
The fear of falsehood, which has led to the adoption of this principle, has no justification in practical life j for a guilty man is much more likely to entrap, than to exculpate himself, when he attempts to defend himselfby falsehood.
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escaped, and shall prevent all molestation. of such person or
persons, by any process issued by any court, judge, magistrate,
or other person, whomsoever."
This is a prohibition upon the issue of the writ of habeas
corpus, and is a violation of that clause of the constitution,
which says that "The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus
shall not be suspended, unless when, in cases of rebellion or
invasion, the public safety may require it."
In cases where no appeal lies to a superior court, (and in
this case no appeal is granted, and the constitution, art. 3, sec.
2, clause 2, does not require an appeal,) the habeas corpus is
the only mode of relief for a person deprived of his liberty by
any illegal proceeding j and a prohibition upon the use of the
habeas corpus for the purpose of inquiring into the proceedings,
and determining whether they have been legal, and releasing
the prisoner if they have been illegal, is as palpable a violation
of the constitution on this point as it is possible to conceive of.
Upon a writ of habeas corpus, it would be the duty of the
court to inquire fully into the several questions, whether the
person, who had assumed to act as judge, and restrain the
prisoner of his liberty, was really a judge, appointed and qualified as the constitution requires 1 Whether the law, under
color of which the man was restrained, was a constitutional
one l Whether the prisoner had been allowed a trial by jury 'J
Whether he had been allowed to offer all the testimony, which
he had a constitutional right to offer, in his defence. Whether
he had had reasonable time granted him, in which to procure
testimony l And generally into all questions involving the
legality of his restraint j and to set him at liberty, if the restraint should be found to be illegal.
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CHAPTER

II.

The Right oj Resistance, and the Rigltt to have the Legality oj
that Resistance judged oj by a Jury.
IF it have been shown that the acts of 1793 and of 1850, are
unconstitutional, it follows that they can confer no authority
upon the judges and marshals appointed to execute them; and
those officers are consequently, in law, mere ruffians and kidnappers, who may be lawfully resisted, by any body and
every body, like any other ruffians and kidnappers, who assail
a person without any legal right.
The rescue of a person, who is assaulted, or restrained of
his liberty, without authority of law, is not only morally, but
legally, a meritorious act j for every body is under obligation
to go to the assistance of one who is assailed by assassins,
robbers, ravishers, kidnappers, or ruffians of any kind.
An officer of the government is an officer of the law only
when he is proceeding according to law. 'I'he moment he
steps beyond the law, he, like other men, forfeits its protection,
and may be resisted like any other trespasser. An unconstitutional statute is no law, in the view of the constitution. It
is void, and confers no authority on anyone; and whoever
attempts to execute it, does so at his peril. His holding a
commission is no legal protection for him. If this doctrine were
not true, and if, (as the supreme court say in the Prigg case,)
a man may, if he choose, execute an authority granted by an
unconstitutional law, congress may authorize whomsoever
they please, to ravish women, and butcher children, at pleasure, and the people have no right to resist them.
The constitution contemplates no such submission, on the
part of the people, to the usurpations of the government, or to
the lawless violence of its officers. On the contrary it provides that "The right of the people to keep and bear arms
shall not be infringed." This constitutional security for" the
right to keep and bear arms," implies the right to use them,-
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as much as a constitutional security for the right to buy and
keep food, would have implied the right to eat it. The constitution, therefore, takes it for granted that, as the people have
the right, they will also have the sense, to use arms, whenever
the necessity of the case justifies it. This is the only remedy
suggested by the constitution, and is necessarily the only
remedy that can exist, when the government becomes so corrupt as to afford no peaceable one. The people have a legal
right to resort to this remedy at all times, when the government goes beyond, or contrary to, the constitution. And it is
only a matter of discretion with them whether to resort to it
at any particular time.
It is no answer to this argument to say, that if an unconstitutional act be passed, the mischief can be remedied by a
repeal of it j and that this remedy may be brought about by
discussion and the exercise of the righ t of suffrage; because, if an
unconstitutional act be binding until invalidated by repeal, the
government may, in the mean time disarm the people, suppress
the freedom of speech and the press, prohibit the use of the
suffrage, and thus put it beyond the power of the people to
reform the government through the exercise of those rights.
The government have as much constitutional authority for
disarming the people, suppressing the freedom of speech and
the press, prohibiting the use of the suffrage, and establishing
themselves as perpetual and absolute sovereigns, as they have
for any other unconstitutional act. And if the first unconstitutional act may not be resisted by force, the last act that may
be necessary for the consummation of despotic authority, may
not be.
To say that an unconstitutional law must be obeyed until it
is repealed, is saying that an unconstitutional law is just as
obligatory as a constitutional one,-for the latter is binding
only until it is repealed. There would therefore be no difference at all between a constitutional and an unconstitutional
law, in respect to their binding force j and that would be equi ..
valent to abolishing the constitution, and giving to the government unlimited power.
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The right of the people, therefore, to resist an unconstitutional law, is absolute and unqualified, from the moment the
Ia w is enacted.
The right of the government 'I to suppress insurrection,"
does not conflict with this right of the people to resist the execution of an unconstitutional enactment; for an "insurrection" is a rising against the laws, and not a rising against
usurpation. If the government and the people disagree, as to
what are laws, in the view of the constitution, and what
usurpations, they must fight the matter through, or make
terms with each other as best they may.
But for this right, on the part of the people, to resist usurpation on the part of the government, the individuals constituting
the government would really be, in the view of the constitution
itself, absolute rulers, and the people absolute slaves. The
oaths required of the rulers to adhere to the constitution,
would be but empty wind, as a protection to the people against
tyranny, if the constitution, at the same time that it required
these oaths, committed the absurdity of protecting the rulers,
when they were acting contrary to the constitution. The constitution, in thus protecting the rulers in their usurpations,
would continue to act as a shield to tyrants, after they themselves had deprived it of all power to shield the people. It
would thus invite its own overthrow, and the conversion of
the government into a despotism, by those appointed to administer it for the liberties of the people.
This right of the people, therefore, to resist usurpation, on
the part of the government, is a strictly constitutional right.
And the exercise of the right is neither rebellion against the
constitution, nor revolution-it is a maintenance of the constitution itself, by keeping the government within the constitution. It is also a defence of the natural rights of the people,
against robbers and trespassers, who attempt to set up their
own personal authority and power, in opposition to those of
the constitution and people, which they were appointed to administer.
To say, as the arguments of most persons do, that the peo3
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ple, in their individual and natural capacities, have a right to
institute government, but that they have no right, in the same
capacities, to preserve that government by putting down usurpation-and
that any attempt to do so is revolution, is blank
absurdity.
The right and the physical power of the people to resist injustice, are really the only securities that any people ever can
have for their liberties. Practically no government knows any
limit to its power but the endurance of the people. And our
government is no exception to the rule. But that the people
are stronger than the government, our representatives would
do any thing but lay down their power at the end of two
years. And so of the president and senate. Nothing but the
strength of the people, and a knowledge that they will forcibly
resist any very gross transgression of the authority granted by
them to their representatives, deters these representatives from
enriching themselves, and perpetuating their power, by plundering and enslaving the people. Not because they are at
.heart naturally worse than other men j but because the temptations of avarice and ambition, to which they are exposed,
are too great for the mere virtue of ordinary men. And nothing but the fear of popular resistance is adequate to restrain
them. As it is, the great study of many of them seems to be
to ascertain the utmost limit of popular acquiescence. Once
in a while they mistake that limit, and go beyond it.
But, to return. As every body who shall resist an officer
in the execution of these fugitive slave laws, will be liable to
be tried for such resistance, and to be thus laid under the
necessity of proving the unconstitutionality of the laws to the
satisfaction of the tribunal by whom he is tried; and as judges
are in the neatly unbroken habit of holding all legislation to be
constitutional j and especially as the Supreme Court of the
United States have held, (in the Prigg case, as before cited.)
that the sending of men into bondage is so important an object
to be accomplished, that an officer may, if he choose, exercise
an authority conferred only by an unconstitutional law; it becomes those, who may be disposed to resist the execution of
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the laws in question, to ascertain what are their chances of
escaping unharmed in running the gauntlet of such a judiciary
as the nation is blessed with.
One liability, imposed by the act, (sec. 7,) is that any person, who shall in any way assist in the rescue, "shall forfeit
and pay, by way of civil damages to the party injured by
snch illegal conduct, the sum of one thousand dollars for each
fugitive so lost as aforesaid, to be recovered by action of debt,"
&c.
There is one consolation, in view of this liability, and
that is, that in the suit for this $1000, the claimant will be
under the necessity of proving his property in the fugitive;
and this, (as is shown by Senator Mason's speech, before
cited,) could be done in no case whatever.
I say the claimant will have to prove his property in the
fugitive, because it is not clear that the act intends, (although
at first blnsh such may be its apparent meauing.) that the
judgment given by the court, judge, or commissioner, delivering the alleged slave to the claimant, shall be sufficient evidence, or even evidence at all, of such claimant's property in
the slave, in a civil snit for damages for the loss of the slave.
And in the absence of such clear intention, I apprehend no
court would dare put snch a construction upon the act, or
allow such usc to be made of that judgment. The right of
action for damages, which is given to the master, is given him,
not for the purpose of punishing those who rescue the alleged
fugitive, (for that punishment is provided for by fine and imprisonment,) but to enable the owner to recover payment for
the loss of his property. In such an action he is of conrse
necessitated to prove, (and Congress have no power to make
any law to the contrary,) that the man he claims as his property, is really his-because, in a free state certainly, every
man is prima facie the owner of himself.s
<If In the case of Hill fl. Low, the court held that under the law of 1793, the claimant,
in a suit for tho penalty, against n person for linrboring, concealing, or rescuing n. fugitive, wns under the necessity of proving his property in tho fu!;itive, and that the certlficate of the magistrate was not proof. The reasons given for that opinion seem very
satlsfactcry and conclusive, and to be 113 cppllcnblc to a case under the act of 18:;0 as
under that of 1793.-4 JVashing/('II C. C. Rtj,. 327.
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The claimant could recover payment for his slave but once,
although an hundred or a thousand persons were engaged in
the rescne ; and these hundred or thousand persons could
unite in the payment, thus making the burden a light one
upon each individual.
As this action is given to the owner, to enable him to recover
the value of his slave, and not as a penalty upon those who
rescue him, the law is clearly unconstitutional in fixing that
value at a specific sum. The value must be ascertained by a
jury, if it exceed twenty dollars. Congress have as much
right to say that, in case of any other injury done by one man
to the property of another, the wrong-doer "shall forfeit and
pay, by way of civil damages to the party injured by such
illegal conduct, the sum of one thousand dollars, (and no
more,) to be recovered by action of debt," without regarding
whether the injury were really $10, or $10,000, as to say the
same in this case. 'I'he power of determining the amount of
injury done by one man to the property of another, by violating a law of the United States, is a part of "the judicial
power," and is vested solely in the courts, and Congress have
no authority whatever to decide that question.
Furthermore, the law is also unconstitutional in authorizing
the owner to recover the full value of the slave, It should
only authorize him to recover the damages actually sustained
by the rescue. The owner does 110t lose his property in his
slave by having him taken out of his hands on a particular
occasion. His property in him remains, and the law presumes
that he can take his slave again at pleasure, as he could before
the rescue. Because there has been one rescue, the law does
not presume that the slave is forever lost to his owner. And
the defendants would be entitled to prove that the slave was
still within reach of the master, where his master might at any
time retake him. And it would be no answer to this fact, to
say, that if the slave were retaken, he would probably be
rescued again. The law presumes nothing of that kind, and
could not presume it, even though the slave had been seized
by the owner, and rescued by the defendants, an hundred
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times. The law would still presume that if the master were
to take the slave again, he would be suffered to hold peaceable
possession of him. Consequently the owner, in case of a rescue, is entitled to recover only the damages actually suffered
by that particular rescue, and not the fnll value of the slave,
as if he had been lost to him forever. And this suit for damages, being a "suit at common law," within the meaning
of the constitution, must be tried by a jury j and the damages must be ascertained by a jury, instead of being fixed by
statute.
If this view of the law be correct, the pecuniary liability
incurred in rescuing a slave, would be ~ery slight, so far as
the right of the master to recover damages was concerned.e
The only other liability incurred in rescuing an alleged
fugitive, is a liability to be indicted and tried criminally for
the act, and if convicted, SUbjected to "a fine not exceeding
one thousand dollars, and imprisonment not exceeding six
months."
There are two chances of security against these punishments.
1. They can be inflicted only upon "indictment and con
viction." There is a probability that a grand jury will not
indict, for it is not their duty to do so, if they think the law,
that has been resisted, is unconstitutional. A grand jury have
the same right to judge of the law, as a traverse jury.
2. If an indictment be found, the jury who try that indictment, are judges of the law, as well as the fact. If they
think the law unconstitutional, or even have any reasonable
doubt of its constitutionality, they are bound to hold the defendants justified in resisting its execution.
From this right of the jury to judge of the law in all criminal cases, it follows that in all forcible collisions between the
government and individuals, (as in the case of resistance to
'If If however, it should be held that the $1000, required to be pald to the claimantis in the nature of a. penalty, in addition to the fine ana imprisonment, it follows that in
a suit for that penalty, the jury will have a right to judge of the constitutionality of
the law, as in case of an indictment.
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the execution of a law,) the right of judging whether the government or the people are in the right, lies in the first instance,
not with the government, or any permanent department of it,
but with the people-that is, Ie the country," whom the jury
represent j for the jury represent Ie the country," or the people,
as distinguished from tile govern71lent.* 'I'he people, therefore, in establishing government, wi/It trial by jury, do not
surrender their liberties into the hands of the government to
be preserved or destroyed, as the government shall please.
But they retain them ill their own hands, by forbidding the
government to injure anyone in his life, liberty, or property,
without having first obtained the consent of " the coun try "that is, of the people themselves-who
are supposed to be
fairly represented by a jury, taken promiscuously from the
whole people, and therefore likely to embrace persons of all
the varieties of opinion that are generally prevalent among the
people.
Hence it follows that, under the trial by jury, no man can
be punished for resisting the execution of any law, unless the
law be so clearly constitutional, as that a jury, taken promiscuously from the mass of the people, will all agree that it is
constitutional.
But for some principle of this kind, by which
the opinions of substantially the whole people could be ascertained, men, in agreeing to a constitution, would be liable to
be entrapped into giving their consent to a government that
would punish them for exercising rights, which they never
intended to surrender. But so long as it rests with a jury,
instead of the government, to say what are the powers of the
government, and what the liberties of the people-s-aud so long
as juries are fairly selected by lot from the whole population,
the presumption is that all classes of opinions will be represented. in the jury, and every man may therefore go forward
fearlessly in the exercise of what he honestly believes to be
his rights, in the confidence that, if his conduct be called in
question, there will be among his judges, (the jury,) some
>If In all criminal cases, the jury are told that the defendant has " for trial, put himself upon the country, which country you are."
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persons at least, whose judgments will correspond with his
own.
And inasmuch as a single dissentient in the jury is sufficient
to prevent a conviction, it follows that if the government exercise any powers except such as substantially the whole people
intended it should exercise, it is liable to be resisted, without
having any power to punish that resistance. It may indeed
overcome that resistance and enforce the law, constitutional
or unconstitutional, unless resisted by a force that is stronger
than its own. But it cannot punish that resistance afterward,
unless substantially the whole people, through a jury, agree
that the law was constitutional.
But this right of a jury, in all criminal prosecutions, to judge
of the constitutionality of the law that has been resisted, is
not the whole of a jury's rights; they have the right to judge
also of its justice. Juries are never sworn to try criminal cases
"according to law." They are only sworn to "try the issue
according to the evidence." The" issue" is guilty or not
guilty. This issue is to be tried OLl the natural principles of
justice, as those principles exist in the breasts of the jurors,
and 110taccording to any arbitrary standard which legislators
may have attempted to set up. Guilt is an intrinsic quality
of actions, and cannot be imparted to them by all the legislatures that ever assumed to exercise the power of converting
justice into injustice, and injustice into justice. The question
for a jury, in trying" the issue," then, is not simply whether
the accused has been guilty of violating a law; but whether
he has been guilty in violating it 1 And unless they all answer this last question in the affirmative, he cannot be convicted.
The trial by jury might safely be introduced into a despotic
government, if the jury were to exercise no right of judging of
the law, or the justice of the law.
If juries were to find men guilty, simply because the latter
had exercised their natural rights in defiance of unjust laws,
juries, instead of being, as they are wont to be called, "the
palladium of liberty," would be the vilest tools of oppression
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-the instruments of their own enslavement-for in condemning others for resisting injustice, at the hands of the government, they authorize their own condemnation for a similar
cause. No honest man could ever sit on a jury, if he were
required to find a man "guilty," and thus become accessory
to his punishment, for doing an act, which was just in itself,
but which the government, in violation of men's natural
rights, had arbitrarily forbidden him to do.
Furthermore, a jury, before they can convict a man, must
find that he acted with a criminal intent-for it is a maxim of
law that there can be no crime without a criminal intent.
There can be no criminal intent in resisting injustice. To
jnstify a conviction, therefore, the law, and the justice oj the
law, must both be so evident as to make its transgression satisfactory proof of an evil design on the part of the transgressor.
Such are some of the principles of the trial by jury: and
the effect of them is to subject the whole operations of the government, both as to their constitutionality and their justice, to
the ordeal of a tribunal fairly representing the whole people,
and thus torestrain the government within such limits as substantially the whole people, whose agent it is, agree that it
may occupy. nut for this restraint, our government, like all
others, instead of being restricted to the accomplishment of
such purposes as the whole people desire, would fall, as indeed
it very often has fallen, into the hands of cliques and cabals,
who make it, as far as possible, an instrument of plunder and
oppression, for the gratification of their own avarice and ambition.
There is, therefore, substantial truth in the saying, which,
we have been recently told,* "has, in England, become traditional, and drops from the common tongue, that 'the great
object of King, Lords, and Commons, is to get twelve men into
a jury box.'"
And in this country, the great object of Presidents, Senators, and Representatives is the same. But such
have been the ignorance and the frauds of legislators and
judges, and such the ignorance of the people, on this point,
>Iff

By Hon. Horace Mann.
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that juries have generally been merely contemptible tribunals,
looking after facts only, and not after rights, and ready to
obey blindly the dictation of legislatures and courts, and enforce any thing and every thing, which the permanent branches
of the government should require them to enforce. And we
now see the results of their degradation and submission, in the
audacity of the legislature in passing such laws as those of
1793 and 1850, and in the conduct of the courts in sanctioning,
as constitutional, the former of these laws, as they undoubtedly will sanction the latter, unless deterred by the intelligence
and firmness of the people.
It is this intrusting of the liberties of the people, to the hands
of the people-represented by a jury taken promiscuously from
the mass of the people-instead of intrusting them to the government, which represents at most but a part, and generally a
small part, of the people-that makes the trial by jury "the
palladium of liberty." If governments were intrusted with authority to define the liberties of the people, they would of course
say that the people had no liberties that could be exercised contrary to the will of the government. And if governments had
authority to define their own powers, and to punish all who resisted their power as thus defined, all governments would declare
themselves absolute of course. And the simple right to punish
resistance, without getting the consent of the people in each individual case, would, of itself, make any government absolute i for
the power to punish necessarily carries all other powers with it.
The power to punish disobedience is the power that.compels
obedience. It is, in its very nature, an absolute and uncontrollable power. And if a government have this power, it is
absolute of course. And oaths and parchments are things of
no importance in such a case, for they are necessarily but
straws in the way of a power that is otherwise unrestrained.
It is no argument to say that the constitution has provided
a judicial department, with power extending to "all cases
arising under the constitution and laws of the United States."
The answer is, that this constitution has made juries a part of
this judicial department, and given them special jurisdiction of
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crimes, and made their acquittal final i and that it is only in
cases of conviction that a question can be carried beyond
them.
The permanent officers of this department-the
judges, so
called-by the very constitution of their office, are unfit to be
trusted with any question arising between the government and
the people, as to the powers of the former, and the liberties of
the latter i for the judges receive their offices directly from
those other departments of the government, and not from the
people. They are also dependant upon those other departments for their salaries, and are amenable to them by impeachment. They are of course nothing but instruments in their
hands, and have always proved themselves to be so. I think
there is not to be found on record, either in our general or state
governments, a single instance, in which the judiciary have
ever held a law unconstitutional, that provided in any way
for punishing the people for the exercise of their rights. The
statute books of both the national and state governments have
abounded, and still abound, with statutes creating odious and
oppressive monopolies, infringing men's natural rights, violating the plainest principles of justice, having no authority in
the constitutions under which they purport to be enacted, and
providing fines and imprisonments for those who may transgress them i and yet, (so far as I am aware), no one of this
long catalogue of enactments ever encountered the veto of the
judiciary.
I apprehend that the whole judiciary of this country, state and national, might be safely challenged to produce
a single instance, in which they have ever vindicated a single
principle of either natural or constitutional liberty, against the
penal encroachments of the legislatures on which they were
dependent. On the contrary, they have uniformly-probably
without a solitary exception-proved
themselves, in all questions of this nature, to be nothing but the willing instruments
of usurpation and oppression. They do not accept their offices
with any other intention than that of holding all laws constitutional, which they suppose the legislature will pass-for no-
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body accepts an office, unless with the intention of being obedient to those, to whom they are amenable.v
The idea, so constantly asserted, that the permanent judiciary, the judges, have a right to decide all constitutional questions, authoritatively for the people, is one of those gross impostures, by which men have always been defrauded of their
rights. There is not a syllable in the constitution, that makes
a decision of the judiciary-of
its own force, and without regard to its correctness-binding
upon any body, either upon
the executive, or the people. In the very nature of things,
nothing but the law can be binding upon anyone.
If a judicial decision be according to law, it is binding j if not, not.
An unconstitutional judicial decision is no more binding, than
an unconstitutional legislative enactment-and
a man has the
same right to resist, by force, one as the other, and to be tried
for such resistance by a jury, who judge of the law for themselves.
Suppose the judiciary, in a suit between two pretended
mothers, for the custody of a child, should give the judgment
of Solomon, that the child be cut in two, and a half given to
each j does anyone suppose the executive would be bound to
carry the judgment into effect 1 or that the opinion is obligatory as an authority upon any body I Yet it would be as
much binding as any other erroneous decision.
If a judicial decision contrary to the constitution, were binding simply because it were a judicial decision, the judiciary
could constitutionally make themselves absolute sovereigns at
once.
A judicial decision, as such, has therefore no intrinsic authority at all j its constitutional authority rests wholly upon
its being in accordance with the constitution. And we can determine whether it be in accordance with the constitution, only
by first determining the meaning of the constitution, independently of the decision, and then comparing the decision with
it. If we take the decision as authority for the meaning of the
"" If judges were made amenable to the people bS election,
hope of their having some respect for the rights of the people.

we might have more
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constitution, all decisions will of necessity be constitutional,
and the judges are of course, constitutionally speaking, absolute
despots.
It is no argument, in answer to this view of the case, to say,
that decisions may be so grossly and palpably unconstitutional
as not to be binding j but that in all doubtful cases they are
obligatory. The constitution knows nothing of doubtful cases.
In its view decisions and laws are simply either constitutional
or unconstitutional.
It knows nothing of their being more or
less grossly and palpably so. If they are constitutional, they
are binding j if they are not constitutional, they are not binding, though their variation from the constitution be but the
smallest that can be discovered.
The constitution does not assume that it needs any authoritative interpreter.
It assumes that its meaning is known to
the people who ordained and established it, just as all legal instruments assume that their true meaning is understood by the
parties to them.
The people, as parties to the constitution,
would not be bound by it, unless they were presumed to understand it-for no one is bound by a contract, which he is not
presumed to understand.
The constitution as much presumes that the people understand its own meaning, as it does that they understand a judicial opinion. It presumes itself to be as intelligible as the
opinions of courts. It wonld be absurd for it to presume that
courts would express its intentions more intelligibly than it has
itself expressed them-for, in that case, the language or, the
courts would be more authoritative than the language of the
constitution j they would consequently make the constitution
whatever they should please to make it j and they would also
make themselves whatever they should please to be. But the
constitution has no such suicidal character as that. On the
contrary, it presumes that the people are competent to understandboth the meaning of the constitution and the meaning of
the courts j and consequently that they are competent to determine whether the opinions and decisions of the courts cor-
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respond with the constitution, and whether, therefore, their
decisions are to be obeyed or resisted.
What, then, it may be asked, is the use of the judiciary, if
it be not to decide doubts as to the meaning of the constitution 'J
The answer is, that it is their office to try certain
cases,"
controversies," and "snits," mentioned in the constitution.
These cases are presumed to arise out of disagreements as to
facts, or from the dishonesty of one or tho other of the parties,
and not from their ignorance of the law, (or constitution),for every body is presumed to know the law, although all do
not in fact know it-neither
the people nor the courts. And
the judiciary are to try these "cases," "controversies/'
and
" suits/'-that
is, they are to ascertain the facts, and determine the resulting rights of the parties-by the standard of the
constitution, as a knoion. standard; a standard that is presumed
to be known to both the parties, as well as to the courts.
The judiciary are in a situation analagous to that of any
other umpire, who should be agreed upon, for instance, by the
parties in a controversy, to measure a certain commodity by a
certain standard-as,
for example, to measure certain cloth by
a yard stick. The submission of this controversy to the umpire, implies that the parties, as well as the umpire, understand the length of the yard stick-but that they nevertheless
disagree as to the true admeasurement of the cloth. They
therefore agree to abide the decision of the umpire.
In the performance of his office, it becomes necessary for this
umpire-for a guide to his own duty, and not for the information
of the parties or the public,-to ascertain what is a yard stick.
And if he honestly measure the cloth by a yard stick, the parties are bound by his admeasurement.
But if this umpire,
either from ignorance 01' design, measure the cloth by a stick,
that is either more or less than a yard, calling such stick a
yard stick, the admeasurement is not binding upon the parties
-because the submission of the case t41the umpire was made
upon the express condition that the admeasurement should be
made hy a yard stick. And the party, who has been wronged
4
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by the false admeasurement, has a right to resist the execution
of the umpire's decree.
The case is the same with the judiciary. They are umpires,
appointed to measure the rights of parties, by a certain standard,
to wit, the constitution. This standardis presumed to be known
to the parties, as well as to the umpires, (for aU are presumed
to know the law), although it may in fact be known to none of
them. The umpires-in order to perform their own duty, and
not for the in formation of the parties or the public,-mnst necessarily ascertain, if they can, what the constitution really is. But
if, through ignorance or design, they put a false meaning upon
the constitution-titus
adopting a false standard-and then
measure the rights of the parties by this false standard, the
parties are not bound by their decision, because the submission
was made to them only on the condition that their rights should
be measured by that particular standard, the constitutionand not by any false standard which the umpires, through
ignorance or design, might adopt. And the party, who is
wronged by the decision, has a right to resist the execution of
it, to the best of his power. And if tried criminally for such
resistance, his triers (the jury) must judge whether the decision of the umpires was according to the standard agreed upon
by the parties-that is, according to the constitution.
But it is thoroughly ridiculous to talk of these umpires having fix~d or established the standard itself-that is, the meaningof the constitution-merely because, in a particular instance,
they measured the rights of certain parties by the constitution.
There would be as much reason in saying that the umpire,
who measured the cloth by a yard stick, established the length
of the yard stick by so doing, as to say that the judiciary establish the meaning of the constitution, whenever they pretend
to measure rights by the constitution. Any thing they said or
did in one instance, between certain parties, has no binding
force, of itself, in any subsequent case between the same, or
any other, parties. The standard, alone, or a true admeasurement by the standard alone, is binding in all cases. If the
first admeasurement were correct, that admeasurement estab-
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lished simply the rights measured by it. It did nothing towards fixing the standard itself, by which the fights were
measured. And any subsequent correct admeasurement will,
in like manner, establish the rights measured by it j but will
do nothing towards fixing the standard itself. The standard
itself needs not to be fixed, for it was fixed before any rights
at all had been measured by it. But to say because one admeasurement has been made thus, therefore all future adrneasurements must be made thus, is ridiculous. The admeasurements are all bound to be made correctly, according to the
standard. But if one have been made wrong, that is no reason
why all future ad measurements must be made wrong, nor why
the people are bound to presume that all future admeasurements will be made wrong. 'Whether any admeasurement be
made wrong, or not, each one must judge for himself, and resist the decision of the umpires at the peril of being tried for
such resistance by a jury.

CHAPTER

III.

Liability of United States Officers to be punished, under the
State Laws, for executing the acts of 1793 and 1850.
If the laws of 1793 and 1850 are unconstitutional, they are
no laws, in the view of the constitution j consequently they
confer no authority on anyone; and tho United States judges,
commissioners, marshals, &c., who may assist in sending men
into slavery, in performance of them, are liable to be punished,
under the State laws, as kidnappers, the same as they would
have been if Congress had passed no act on the subject.
The constitution contemplates that all officers of the United
States, except Senators and Representatives, may be punished
for any crimes done under color of their office j for it declares,
that, in addition to impeachment, they "shall be liable, and
subject to, indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law." (Art. 1, Sec. 3, Ch. 7).
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If anyone of these officers were to commit murder, rape,
arson, theft, or any other crime, either under color of his
office, or otherwise, his office is no protection to him against
the laws of the State. And it is the same in the case of kidnapping, as it would be in the case of any other crime.
The only question, that can be raised in their defence, is,
whether they arc bound to know that an act, that has passed
through the regular forms of being enacted, is unconstitutional l
This question is answered by the simple principle, that
every body is bound to know the law. If that obligation be
imperative upon ally one, it is imperative upon those who administer the law. 'l'he constitution is the fundamental, the
paramount law, and all officers of the government are sworn
to support it. Of course they are presumed to know it, and
bound to know it, else their oaths to support it would be but
nonsense.
If they are bound to know the constitution itself, they are of
cours~ bound to know whether an act, that has passed Congress, be in conformity with it,-else in executing the act they
would be liable to commit a breach of their oaths to support
the constitution.
They are also sworn to administer and execute the laws of
the United States, Unless they were presumed to know, and
bound to know, what are, and what are not, laws of the
United States, within the meaning of the constitution, this
oath also is an absurd one.
lf the judges or executive officers were bound to consider
every act, that may pass Congress, a constitutional one-that
is, a law, within the meaning of the constitution,-their
oath
to support the constitution, and their oath to support the laws,
would come in conflict with each other, whenever an unconstitutional act was passed.
Indeed we all know that the judiciary are not bound to consider an 'act of congress constitutional; and if the judiciary
are not, no other branch of the government is, for each depart.
ment of the government judges of the constitution for itself,
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independently of the others,-else
no one branch would be
any restraint upon the others, and the whole object of having
the government divided into different departments, to act as
checks upon each other, would be lost. Every law, therefore,
must pass the ordeal of all branches of the government, (if
brought before them), before it can be executed.
The constitution (Art. 1: Sec. 6), protects those who make
an unconstitutional law,-that
is, "the Senators and Representatives,"-from
any legal responsibility for the act, by
providing that "for any speech or debate in either house,
they shall not be questioned in any other place." Unless,
therefore, .those who execute an unconstitutional law, can be
held responsible for their acts, there is no crime, however contrary to the constitution, which congress may not authorize to
be committed with impunity j and all ideas of there being any
legal and practical restraints UpOIl the government of the
United States, short of a resort to force, are fallacious.
For all acts, therefore, that are criminal in themselves, the
officers of the United States are liable to be tried under the
State laws, and punished, unless they show that the acts were
done in pursuance of some constitutional law of the United
States. And no presumption in favor of the constitutionality
of the law can bp. allowed, if the acts done are criminal in
themselves j for the presumption must always be that the constitution authorizes nothing criminal in itself.
In the trial of an United States officer for a crime committed
under color of an unconstitutional law of Congress, the question whether the law were constitutional, would be a question
to be judged of, in the first instance, by a jury. If they held
the In w unconstitutional, and convicted the defendant, he
would have a right of appeal to the Supreme Court of the
United States. But corrupt as that court is, they would rarely
dare, against the general voice of the juries of the country, to
hold a law constitutional, that licensed crimes against the
people.
In saying that the officers of the government are bound to
know the law, (and consequently to know whether an act of
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congress be constitutional), I am only laying down the general
principle of criminal law-a principle, which the government
usually enforces without mercy, against private individuals,
and which is certainly as sound when applied to an officer of
the government, as when applied to private persons.
.
But in truth the maxim, that ignorance of the law excuses
no one, is a very absurd and unjust one, if applied without any
limitation, inasmuch as it would nullify the first principle of
criminal law, that there can be no crime without a criminal
intent. The rule is also one, which judges themselves could
not live under, for they are every day committing errors,
which would be crimes, if ignorance were not a legal excuse.
But the rule is a sound one, so far as it is necessary to compel all men, officers of the government, as well as private persons, to use all reasonable and proper diligence to ascertain the
law. And where a law requires any thing, that is criminal in
itself, an officer is bound to act with far greater caution, and to
use far greater diligence, to ascertain whether it be constitutional, than he is where the act required to be done is right in
itself-because the presumption of law is always in favor of
justice. Nothing, therefore, but entirely clear and conclusive
proof of the constitutionality of a law, ought to justify an officer in executing it, if it require him to do any thing that is intrinsically criminal.
This liability of the officers of the United States, to the criminallaws of the states, is no hardship upon them-for it applies
only in cases where the acts done by them are mala in se, criminal in themselves. And they, like other men, can be convicted
only where the jury find that they either knew that the acts done
by them were intrinsically criminal, or were culpably ignorant of
their character in that respect. Now, it would really be no hardship that a man should be punished for an act, that he knew to be
to be intrinsically criminal, even though it were authorized by all
the governments in the world j because governments have no
rightful power to authorize such acts, and their authority. is,
morally speaking, no justification to the agent. An officer of
the government, who performs an act criminal in itself, does
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it voluntarily for hire, (for he is at liberty to resign his office) j
and he has no more moral excuse for the act than any other
man has, who perpetrates a crime for pay. It is therefore a
special grace, and bad enough in principle, to allow officers of
the government, in any case, to set up a law of the government, as an excuse for a known crime. If this grace be extended so as to allow an unconstitutional law, (which is really
no law at all), to be used as a justification for crimes, we in
reality license the government to perpetrate all crimes at
pleasure.
The question now arises, whether these fugitive slave laws
are so plainly unconstitutional, as to afford no legal excuse for
those who execute them 1
In the first place, there would seem to be no doubt, so far as
the commissioners are concerned. The acts required of them
are judicial acts j yet they plainly are not judicial officers,
within the meaning of the constitution. And inasmuch as the
act of delivering a man into bondage is intrinsically a crime,
they are inexcusable for assuming judicial powers for the purpose of executing it.
The objection which lies against the commissioners, on account of the tenure of their offices, and their want of fixed salaries, does not apply to judges of the established courts. But
all the other grounds of unconstitutionality are as strong in the
case of the judges as in the case of the commissioners. And the
question is, whether an act of Congress, requiring that a man
-found in a free state, and prima facie a free man and citizen
of the United States-be delivered into slavery j without a
trial by jury j on ex parte evidence j and a part of that ex parte
evidence taken in another state, by a state "conrt, or judge
thereof in vacation," and made binding npon the United States
court that delivers him up j denying him the right to give his
own testimony j and depriving him, by "a summary manner"
of proceeding, of all opportunity of procuring other testimony
in his favor j be so plainly unconstitutional, that a jury would
be bound to hold a judge guilty of a criminal intent ill executing it 1
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That the act of delivering a man into slavery is intrinsically
a crime of a high grade no one can deny.
The presumption
of la w therefore is, that the constitution gi ves no authority for
it. The burden is therefore upon the judge to show that the
acts of Congress are so clearly constitutional, as to overcome
this presumption, and justify the act. If he can show this, he
is entitled to the benefit of it; otherwise not.
To illustrate the principles here maintained, let us suppose
that Congress pass an act for the trial and punishment of traitors; providing that a person accused of treason, may be tried
and COnvicted wholly on ex parte evidence; that ex parte evidence, taken in another state than the one in which he is tried,
and before" any (state) court of record, or judge thereof in
vacation," "shall be held and taken (by the United States
court) to be full and conclusive evidence of the treason," leaving nothing but the identity of the individual to be proved on
the trial; enacting also that he shall be tried" forthwith,"
after being arrested, and" in a summary manner," that will
allow him no opportunity to procure evidence in his defence;
that he shall not have a trial by jury, as the constitution requires that he shall have; but that he shall be tried by a
single judge; (and that judge, it may be, not one having a
fixed salary, and therefore free from any pecuniary interest in
his conviction, but one depending solely upon fees for his pay,
and who is to receive ten dollars if he convict the accused,
and sentence him to death, and but five dollars if he acquit
him); enacting further that, in case of conviction, no appeal
shall be allowed to a higher court on any question of either
la w or fact; that no writ of habeas corpus shall be iss ned in
his behalf; but that, on the contrary, the judge, that convicted him, shall at once issue his warrant to the marshal, requiring him, under penalty of a thousand dollars, to hang the
man immediately before he can be rescued by the people i
suppose all this, and does anyone doubt that the judge,
marshal, and every body else who should assist in executing
the law, would be bound to know that such a law was unconstitutional, and would therefore be guilty of murder in ex-
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ecuting it'1 and liable to be punished as murderers under the
laws of the state, in which the transaction occurred '1 Yet
what difference is there, in principle, between that case, and a
case of kidnapping under the statutes we have been discussing'! If there be any difference, sufficient to constitute a
valid excuse, the government officers must go acquitted of
their crime j otherwise they must be convicted.
The same principles of responsibility to the criminal laws
of a state, that apply to judges, commissioners, and marshals,
apply also to the militia, who turn out, at the command of the
president, to assist in enforcing an unconstitutional law. If the
militia are bound to know nothing of the constitutionality of
a law of Congress, or to know no law but the orders of a superior officer, we live under a military despotism.
In addition to these liabilities to the criminal law, the officers of the United States are liable to civil suits for damages,
if they execute an unconstitutional la w of Congress to the injury of private persons. And judgments recovered in the
state courts could be invalidated, if at all, only on an appeal
to the supreme court of the United States.
Finally. If these fugitive slave laws are unconstitutional,
the delivery of persons into slavery under color of them, is a
crime j and the state magistrates, on application to them, are
bound to place the officers of the United States under bonds to
keep the peace in this particular.
If those officers then proceed, contrary to the obligation of their bonds, to execute the
law, their bonds are liable to be enforced, unless invalidated
on an apppeal to the supreme court of the United States.
Unless these principles be sound, it is manifest that the
states have no power to protect their citizens against any
crimes, which Congress, by unconstitutional enactments, may
please to license to be committed against them.

AJ:lPENDIX'I

A
Neither the Constitution, nor either of the act» of Congress
requires the .urrender of Fugitive Slave s,

of

1793 or 1850,

In the preceding chapters, it has been admitted, for the sake of the argument, that the constitution, and tbe acts of Congress ofI793 and 1850, require
,the delivery of Fugitive Slaves. But such really is not the fact. Neither the
constitutional provision, nor either of said acts of congress, uses the word
slave, nor slavery, 110rany language that can legally be made to apply to
slaves. The only" person" required by the constitution to be delivered up,
is described in the constitution as a .. person held to service or labor in one
state, under the laws thereof." This language is no legal description of a slave,
and can be made to apply to a slave only by a violation of all the most imperative rules of interpretation, by which the meaning of all legal instruments is to
be ascertained.
The word .. held" is a material word in this description. Its legal meaning
is synonymous with that of the words" bound." and" obliged." It is used in
bonds, as synonymous with those words. and in no other sense. It is also used
in laws and other legal instruments • .I1nd its legal meaning is to describe person.
held hy Bornelegal ,ontract, obligation, duty, or authority, which the lalo will
enforce. Thus, in a bond, a man acknowledges himself" held, and firmly
bound and obliged ,. to do certain things mentioned in the bond.-c-and the law
will compel a fulfillment of the obhgation. The laws" hold ,. men to do various things; and by holding them to do those things, is meant that the laws will
compel them to do them. 'Vherever a person is described in the laws as being
.. held" to do any thing,-as to render" service or labor," for examplej=--the
legal meaning invariably is that he is held by some legal contract, obligation,
duty, or authority, which the laws will enforce,-(either specifically, or by compelling payment of damages for non-performance). I presume no single instance
can be found, in any of the laws of this country, since its first settlement, in
which the word" held" is used in nny other than this legal sense, when used
to describe a person who is .. held" to do any thing, .. under the laws.' And
such is its meaning, and ib only meaning, in this clause of the constitution. If
there could. be a doubt on this point, that doubt would be removed by the additional words, .. under the laws," and the word II due" as applied to the II service or labor," to which the person is II held."
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Now a slave is not"
held" by any legal contract, obligation, duty, or authority, which the laws will enforce.
He is .. held" only by brute force. One
person beats another until the latter will obey him, work for him, if he require
it, or do nothing ifhe require it. This is slavery, and the whole of it. This is
the only manner in which a slave is .. held to service or labor."
The laws recognize no obligation on the part of the slave to labor for or sane
his master.
If he refuse to labor, the law will not interfere to compel him.
The master must do his own flogging, as in the case of an ox or a horse.
The
laws take no more cognizance of the fact whether a slave labors or not, than it
does of the fact whether an ox or a horse labors.
A slave then is no more "held"
to labor, in any legal sense, than a man
would be in Massachusetts,
whom another person should seize and beat until he
reduced him to SUbjection and obedience.
If such a man should escape from his
oppressor, and take refuge in Carolina, he could not be claimed under this
clause of tho constitution, because he would not be .. held" in any legal sense,
(that is, by any legal contract, obligation, duty, or authority),
but only by
brute force.
And the same is the case In regard to slaves.
Senator Mason of
Virginia, in the extract before given from his speech, virtually admits this to be
the fact.*
It is an established rule of legal interpretation,
that a word used in laws, to
describe legal rights, must be taken in a legal sense. This rule is as imperative
in the interpretation
of the constitution,
as of any other legal instrument.
To
prove this, let us take another example.
The constitution
(Art. I, Sec. 6),
provides that .. for any speech or debate in either house, they (the Senators
and Representatives)
shallllot he questioned in any other place."
Now this
provision imposes no restriction whatever
upon the Senators and Representatives being" questioned for any speech or debate,"
by any body and every
body, who may please to question them, or in any and every placej-s-with this
single exception, that they must not .. be questioned"
legally,-that
is, they
must not be held to any legal accountability.
It would be no more absurd to construe this provision about questioning Senators and Representatives,
so as to make it forbid the people', in their private
capacity
to ask any questions of their Senators and Representatives,
on their
return from Congress, as to their doings there, instead of making it apply simply to a legal responsibility,
than it is to construe the words .. held to service
or labor,"
as applied to a person held simply by brute force, (as in the case
supposed in Massachusetts),
instead of persons held by some legal contract,
obligation, or duty, which the law will enforce.
As the slave, then, is" held to service or Inbor," by no contract, obligation,
or duty, which the law will enforce, but only by the brute force of the master,
the prot islon of the constitution in regard to .. persons held to service or labor"
can have no more legal application to him, than to the person supposed in Massachusetts, who should at one time be beaten into obedience, and afterwards
escape into Carolina.

'*'

I am confident tbat lIr. Calhoun made the same ndmission wlth'n
years last past, bnt I have not the paper containing it at hand,
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The word" held" being, in law, synonymous with the word .. bound," the
description, .. person held to service or Jabor," is synonymous with the description in another Section, (Art. 1, Sec. 2), to wit, .. those bound to service for a
term of years." The addition, in the one case, of the words .. for a term of
years," does not alter the meaning, for it does not appear that, in the other
case, they are" heJd" beyond a fixed term.
In fact, every body, courts and people, admit that" persons bound to service
for a term of years." as apprentices and other indented servants, are to be delivered up under the provision relative to .. persons held to service or labor."
The word" held," then, is regarded as synonymous with" bound," whenever
it is wished to deliver up .. persons bound to service." If. then, it be synonymous with the word" bound," it applies only to persons who are" bound," in
a legal sense,-that is, by some legal contract, obligation, or duty, which the
Jaw will enforce. The words cannot be stretched beyond their necessary and
proper legal meaning; because all legal provisions in derogation of liberty
must be construed strictly. The same words that are used to describe a .. person held to service or labor," by a legal contract, or obligation, certainly cannot be legally construed to apply also to one who is .. held" only by private
violence, and brute forceMr. Webster, in his speech of March 7th, 1850, admits that the word" held ..
is synonymous with the word" bound," and that the language of the constitution itself contains no requirement for the surrender of fugitive slaves. He
says.. It may not be improper here to allude to that-s-I had almost said celebrated-opinion of Mr. Madison. You observe sir, that the term slavery is not
used in the constitution. The constitution does not require that jagitive slaves
shall be delivered up; it requires that persons bound to service in one date, and
escaping into another, shall be delivered up. Mr. Madison opposed the introduction, of the term slave or slavery into the constitution; for he said he did
not wish to see it recognized by the constitution of the United States of America
that there could be property in men."
Had the constitution required only that .. persons bound to service or labor,"
should be delivered up, it is evident that no one would claim that the provision
applied to slaves. Yet it is perfectly evident also that the word" held" is
simply synonymous with tho word" bound."
One can hardly fail to be astonished at the ignorance, fatuity, cowardice, or
corruption, that has ever induced the north to acknowledge, for an instant,
any constitutional obligation to surrender fugitive alaves.
The Supreme Court of the United States, in the Prigg case, (the first caee in
which this clause of the constitution ever came under the adjudication of that
court), made no pretence that the language itself of the constitution afforded
any justification for a claim to a fugitive slave. On the contrary, they made
the auda.cious and atrocious avowal, that for the sole purpose of making the
clause apply to slaves, thoy would disregard,-ss
they acknowledged themselves obliged to disregard,-all the primary, established, and imperative rules
of legal interpretation, and be governed solely by the history of men's intention"
outside oj the constitution. Thus they say:
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"Before,
however, we proceed to the points mere immediately before us, it
ma)' be well,-in
order to clear the case of difficulty,-to say, that in the exposition of this part of the constitution, we shall limit ourselves to thoso considerations which appropriately
and exclusively belong to it, without laying down
any rules of interpretation
ofa more general nature.
It will, indeed, probably,
be found, when w e look to the character of the constitution
itself, the objects
which it seeks to attain, the powers which it confers, the duties which it enjoins, and the rights which it secures, as well as the known historical fact that
many of its provisions were matters of compromise of opposing interests and
opinions; that no uniform rule of interpretation can be applied to it, which

may not allow, even if it does not positively demand, many modification. in its
actual application to particular clauses. And, perhaps, the safest rule of interpretation after all will be found to be to look to the nature and objects of the
particular powers, duties, and rights, with all the lights and aids of contemporary history; and to give to the words of each just such operation and force,
consistent with their legitimate meaning, as may fairly secure and attain the
ends proposed.
.. .. .. .. Historically, it is well known, that the object of
this clause was to secure to the citizens of the sla veholding states the complete
right and title of ownership in their slaves, as property, III every state ill the
Union into which they might escape from the state where they were held in
servitude."
16 Peters, 610-11.
Thus it will be seen, that on the strength

" many

of the provisions of the constitution

of history alone, they anume that
were matters of compromise," (that

is, in regard to slavery}; but they admit that the words of those provisions cannot
be made to express any such compromise, if they are interpreted according to any

"uniform rule of interpretation," or .. any rules of interpretation of a more
general nature," than the mere history of those particular clauses.
Hence,
.. in order to clear the case of (that) difficulty," they conclude that" perhaps
the safest rule of interpretation after all will be found to be to look to the nature
and objects of the particular pouers, duties, and rights, with all the lights and
aids of contemporary history; and to glee to the words of each just such operation and force, consistent with their legitimate meaning, as may fairly secure
and attain the ends proposed."
The words"
consistent with their legitimate meaning," contain a deliberate
falsehood, thrown in by the court from no other motive than the hope to hide,
in some measure, the fraud they were perpetrating.
If it had been" consident
with the legitimate meaning of the words" of the clause, to apply them to
slaves, there would have been no necessity for discarding, as they did, all the
authoritative
and inflexible rules of legal interpretation,
and resorting to history
to find their meaning.
Thoy discarded those rules, and resorted to history, to
make the clause apply to slaves, for no other reason whatever, than that such
meaning was 7Iot "consistent
with the legitimate meaning of the words."
It is
perfectly apparent that the moment their eyes fell upon the" words" of the
clause, they all saw that they contained no legal description of slaves.
Stripped, then, of the covering, which that falsehood was intended to throw
over their conduct, the plain English of the language of the Court is this,-that
history tells us that certain clauses of the constitution were intended to recognize and support slavery;
but inasmuch as such is not the legal meaning of the
words of those clauses, if interpreted by the established rules of interpretation,
we will, "in order to clear the case qf (that) difficulty,"

5

just

discard

those
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rules. and pervert the words so as to make them accomplish whatever ends hi,tory tells us were intended to be accomplished by them.
It was onlj' by such a naked and daring fraud as this. that the court could
make the constitution authorize the recovery of fugitive slaves.
And what were the rules of interpretation.
which they thus discarded, .. in
order to clear the case of difficulty."
and make the constitution subserve the
purposes of sla very lOne of them is this. laid down by the Supreme Court of
the United

States:

.. The intention

of the instrument must prevail;
12 Wheaton. 332.

this intention mVBt be col-

lectedfrom its words,"

Without an adherence to this rule,
and what WIIS not. the constitution.
Another rule is that universal one,
tive. thclt language must be construed
The Supreme Court of the United

it is plain we could never know what was.
acknowledged

by all courts to be impera-

strictly infavor of liberty and justice.
States

have laid down this rule in these

trong terms .
.. Where rights are infringed. where fundamental
principles are overthrown.
where the general system of the laws is departed from, the legislative intention
must be expressed with irresistible clearneu. to induce a court of justice to suppose a design to effect such objects."
United States VI. Fisher. 2 Crunch, 390.
Story delivered this opinion of the court, (in the Prigg case), discarding all
other rules of interpretation.
and resorting to history to make the clause apply
to slaves. And yet no judge has ever scouted more contemptuously
than Story.
the idea of going out of the words ofa law, or the constitution, and being gOI'erned by what history may say were the intentions of the authors.
lie says,
.. Such a doctrine would be novel and absurd.
It would confuse and destroy
all the tests of constitutional
rights and authorities.
Congress could never pass
Ilny law without an inquisition into the motives of every member;
and even
then they might be re-examlnable,
Besides. what possible means can there be
of making such investigations 1 The motives of many of the members mny be,
nay must be. utterly unknown, and incapable of ascertainment
by IIny judicial
or other inquiry; they may be mixed up in various manners and degrees;
they
may be opposite to. or wholly independent of each other.
The constitution
would thus depend upon processes utterly vague, lind incomprehensible;
and
the written intent of the legislature upon its words and acts. the lex scripta.
would be contradieted or obliterated by conjecture, and parol declarations.
and
fleeting reveries. and heated imaginations.
No government on earth could rest
for a moment on such a foundation.
It would be a constitution of sand. heaped
up and dissolved by the flux and reflux of every tide of opinion.
Every act of
the le~ibbture. (and for the same reason also every clause of the consutution},
must therefore be judged of from its objects and intent, as they are embodied
in its provisions."
2 Story" ·Comm., G34.
Also he say~.
The constitution was adopted by the people of the United States; Bud it was
submitted to the \\ hole, upon B just survey of its provisions, ns they stood in
the text 'itsell:
• • Opposite mterpretations,
and different explanations of
different provisions, lOa) \\ ell be presumed to have been presented in different
bodies, to remove local objections, or to win local favor.
And there can be no
certainty, either that the different state conventions,
in ratifying the constitution, gal'l: the same uniform interpretation
to its language , or that, even h. a
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single state convention, the same reasonin!!, prevailed, with a majority, much
less with the whole, of the supporters of It. • • It Is not to be presumed
that even in the convention which framed the constitution,
from the causes
above mentioned, and other causes, the clauses "ere always understood in the
same sense, or had precisely the same extent of operation.
Every member necessarily judged for himself; and the judgment of no one could, or ought to be,
conclusive upon that of others.
• • Nothing but the text itself was adopted

by the people. • • Is the sense of the constitution to be ascertained, not by its
own text, but by the' probable meaning,' to be gathered by conjectures from
scattered documents. from private papers, from the table-talk of some statesman, or the jealous exaggerations
of others?
Is the constitution of the United
States to be the only instrument, which is not to be interpreted by what is written, but by probable guesses, aside from the text?
What would be said of interpreting a statute of a state legislature, by endeavoring to find out, from private sources, the objects and opinions of every member; how every one thought t
what he wished; how he interpreted it?
Suppose different persons had different opinions, what is to be done?
Suppose different persons are not agreed as
to the • probable meaning'
of the framers, or of the people, what interpretation is to be followed?
These, and many questions of the same sort, might be
asked.
It is obvious, that there can be no .ecurity to the people in any constitution of government, if they are not to judge of it by the fair mea'll nil' of the

words of the text, but the words are to be bent and broken by the 'probable mea 11ing' of persons, whom they never knew, and sohose opinioll', and means of information, may be no better than their own 1 . The people adopted the constitution, according to the word. of the text in their reasonable interpretation, and
not acco/ding to the private znterpretation of any partirular men."
1 Story's Comm. on Const., 387 to 392.
And Story has said much more of the same sort as to the absurdity of relying
upon .. history"
for the meanmg of the constitution.
It is manifest th ..t if the meaning of the constitution is to be warped in the
least, it may be warped to any extent, on the authority of history; and thus it
would follow that the constitution would in reality be made by the historians.
and not by the people.
It would be impossible for the people to make a constitution, which the historians might not change at pleasure, by simply assert:
ing that tho people intended thus or so.
But, in truth, Story and the court, in saying that history tells us that the
clause of the constitution in question, was intended to apply to fugitive slaves,
are nearly as f..lse to the history of the clause, as they are to its law.
There is not, I presume, a word on record, (for I have no recollection of having ever seen or heard of one), that was uttered either in the national convention that framed the constitution, or in any northern state convention that ratified it, that shows that, at the time the constitution was adopted, any northern
man had the least suspicion that the clause of the constitution,
in regard to
co persons held to service or labor,"
was ever to be applied to slaves.
In the national convention,
.. Mr. Butler and Mr. Pinckney moved to require
, fugitive slave. and servants to be delivered up like criminals.'''
.. Mr. Sherman sa w no more propriety in the public seizing and surrendering a dave or servant, than a horse."
(Madison papers, 1447-8.)
In consequence of this objection, the provision was changed, and its language,
as it now stands, shows that the claim to the surrender of dave, was abandoned, and only the one for servants retained ••
,. ServanlB were, at that time, a very numerous class in al1 the states ; and there
were many laws respecting them, all treating them lIB a distinct class from slaves,
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It docs not appear that a word was ever uttered, in the national convention,
to show that any member of it imagined that the provision, as finally agreed
upon, would apply to slaves.
But after the national convention had adjourned, Mr. Madison went home to
Virginia, and Mr. Pinckney, to South Carolina, and in the State conventions of
those states, set up the pretence that the clause was intended to apply to slaves.
I think there is no evidence that any other southern member of the national
convention followed their example. In North Carolina, Mr. IredelI, (not a
member of the national convention), said the provision was intended to refer to
slaves; but that .. The northern delegates, owing to their particular scruples
on the subject of slavery, did not choose the word slave to be mentioned."
I think the declarations of these three men, Madison, Pinckney, and Iredell,
are alI the .. history," we have, that even southern men, at that time, understood the clause as applying to slaves.
In the northern conventions no word was ever uttered, so far as we have any
evidence, that any man dreamed that this language would ever be understood as
authorizing a claim for fugitive slaves. It is incredible that it could have passed
the northern conventions without objection, (indeed it could not have passed
them at all), if it had been understood as requirihg them to surrender fugitive
slaves; for, in several of them, it was with great difficulty that the ad~tion of
the constitution was secured, when no such objection was started.
The construction, placed upon the provision at the present day, is one of the
many frauds which the slaveholders, aided hy their corrupt northern accomplices, have succeeded in palming off upon the north.
In fact the south, in the
convention, as it has ever done since, acted upon the principle of getting by
fraud, what it could not openly obtain. It was upon this principle that 1\Ir.
Madison acted when he said that they ought not to admit, in the constitution,
the idea that there could be property in man. He would not admit that idea,
in the constitution itself; but he immediately went home and virtually told the
State convention that that was the meaning which he intended to have given to
it in practice. He knew welI that if that idea were admitted in the instrument
itself. the north would never adopt it. He therefore conceived and adhered
to the plan of having the instrument an honest and free one in its terms, to secure its adoption by the north, and of then trusting to the fraudulent interpretations that could be accomplished afterwards, to make it serve the purposes of
slavery.
Further proof of his fraudulent purpose, in this particular, is found in the fact
that he wrote the 42d number of the Federalist, in which he treats of .. the
powers which provide for the harmony and proper intercourse among the states."
But he makes no mention of the surrender of fugitives from" service or labor,"
as one of the means of promoting that" harmony and proper intercourse." He
did not Ihen dare Bay to the north that the south intended ever to apply that
clause to slaves.
But it is said that the passage of the act of 1793, shows that the north understood the constitution as requiring the surrender of fugitive slaves. That act
is supposed to have passed without opposition from the north; and the reason
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was that it contained no authority for, or allusion to, the surrender of fugitive
slaves; but only to fugitives from judice, and .. persons held to service or
labor." The south had not at that time become sufficiently audacious to make
such a demand. And it was twenty-three years, so far as I have discovered, (and
I have made reasonable search in the matter), after the passage of that act,
before a slave was given up, under it, in any free state, or the act was acknowledged by the supreme court of any free state, to apply to slaves.
In 1795, two years after the passage of the act of congress, and after the
constitution had been in force six years, a man was tried in the supreme court
of Pennsylvania, on an indictment, under a statute of the state, against seducing or carrying negroes or mulattoes out of the state with the intention to sell
them, or keep them, as slaves •
.. Upon the evidence, in support of the prosecution, it appeared that negro
Toby had been brought upon a temporary visit to Philadelphia, as a servant in
the family of General Sevier, of the state flfVirginia; that when General Sevier
proposed returning to Virginia, the negro refused to accompany him "-but was
afterwards forcibly carried out of the state. It appeared also in the evidence,
that it was proposed, by Richards, the defendant, that the negro be enticed into
New Jersey, (a slave state), and there seized and carried back to Virginia •
.. The evidence, on behalf of the defendant, proved that Toby was a slave
belonging to the father of General Sevier, who had lent him to his son, merely
for the journey to Philadelphia."
The defendant was found not guilty, agreeable to the charge of the Chief
Justice; and what is material is, that the case was tried wholly under the laws
of Pennsylvania, which permitted any traveller, who came into Pennsylvania,
upon a temporary excursion for business or amusement, to detain his slave for
six months, and entitled him to the aid of the civil police to secure and carry
him away.
Republica es, Richards 2 Dallas 224.
Not one word was said, by either court or counsel, of the provision of the
United States constitution, in regard to .. persons held to service or labor," or
of the act of 1793, as having any application to sla ves, or as giving anyauthority for the recovery of fugitive slaves. Neither the constitution, nor the act of
Congress was mentioned in connection with the subject.
Is it not incredible that this should have been the case, if it had been understood, at that day, that either the constitution, or the act of 1793, applied to
slaves?
Would a man have used force in the case, and thus subjected himself to the
risk of an indictment under the state laws? or would there have been any proposition to entice the slave into a slave state, for the purpose of seizing him, if
it had been understood that the laws of the United States were open to him,
and that every justice of the peace (as provided by the act of 1793) was authorized to deliver up the slave ?
It cannot reasonably be argued that it was necessary to use force or fraud to
take the slave back, for the reason that he had been brought, instead of having
escaped, into Pennsylvania, for that distinction seems not to have been thought
of until years after. The first mention I have found of it was in 1806.
Butler I1S. Hopper, 1 Washington C. C. R. 499.
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In ]812 it was first acknowledged
hy the supreme court of New York, that
the act of 1793, applied to slaves, although no slave was given up at the time.
But New York then had slaves of her own.
Glen 1IB. Hodges, 9 Johnsor: 67.
In ]816 the supreme court of Pennsylvania
first acknowledged
that the constitution and the act of 1793 applied to slaves.
But no slave was then given
up.
Commonwealth VI. Holloway, 2 Sargent ~ Rawle 305.
In ]823 the supreme court of Massachusetts
first acknowledged that the constitutional provision in regard to .. persona held to service or labor" applied to

Commonwealth

slavea,

118.

Griffith, 2 Pickering 11.

Few, if any, slaves have ever been given up under the act of1793, in the free
states,
until within the last twenty or thirty years.
And that fact furnishes
ground for a strong presumption
that during the first thirty yeau after the
constitution
went into operation, it was not generally understood,
in the free
states, that the constitution required the surrender of fugitive slaves.
But it is said that the ordinance of 1787, passed contemporaneously
with the
formation of the constitution, requires the delivery of fugitive slaves, and that
the constitution ought to be taken in the same sense.
The answer to this allegation is that the ordinance does not require the delivery of fugitive slaves, but
only of persons .. from whom labor or service is lawfully claimed."
This Ianguage certainly is no legal description ofa slave.
But beyond, and additional to, all this evidence, that the constitution does not
require the surrender of fugitive slaves, is the conclusive and insuperable fact,
that there is not now, nor ever has been, any legal or constitutional
slavery in
this country, from its first settlement.
All the slavery that has ever existed,
in any of the colonies or states, has existed by mere toleration, in defiance of
the fundamental constitutional
law.
Even the statutes on the subject have either wholly failed to declare who
might, and who might not, be made slaves, or have designated them in so loose
and imperfect a manner that it would probably be utterly impossible,
at this
day, to prove under those statutes, the slavery of a single person now living.
Mr. :Mason admits as much in the extracts already given from his speech.
But all the statutes, on that subject, whatever
the terms, have been unconstitutional,

whether

passed under the colonial charters,

or since under the state

governments.
They were unconstitutional
under the colonial charters, because
those charters required the legislation vf the colonies to .. he conformable, as
nearly as circumstances
would allow, to the laws, customs, and rights of the
realm of England."
Those charters were the fundamental constitutions of the
colonies, and of course made slavery illegal in the colonies-inasmuch
as slavery was inconsistent
land."·,

with the"

laws, customs,

and rights of the realm of Eng-

'" Washburn, in his" Judicial History of Massachusetts," (p. 202), says,
.. AIl early as 1770, and two years previons to the decision oC Somersett's case so faD10US in England, the right of 8 master to hold a slave had been denied, by the Supe-
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There was therefore no legal slavery in this country, so long as we were colonies-that is, up to the time of the revolution.
After the Declaration of Independence, new constitutions were established in
eleven of the states. Two went on under tbeir old charters. Of all the new
constitutions, that were in force at the adoption of the constitution of the
United States, in 1789, not one authorized, recognized, or sanctioned slavery.·
.I1ll the recognition. of slavery, that are now to befound in any of the state conditution., have been inserted since the adoption of the constitution Of the United
State••
There was therefore no legal or constitutional slavery, in any of the states,
up to tbe time of the formation and adoption of the constitution of the United
States, in 1787 and 1789.
There being r,o legal slavery in the country, at the adoption of the constitution
of the United States, all .. the people of the United States" become legally
parties to that instrument, and of course members of the United States government, by its adoption. The constitution itself declares that .. We the people
of the United States • • do ordain and establish this constitution." The
term" people" of necessity includes the whole people; no exception being
made, none can be presumed-for such a presumption would be a presumption
against liberty.
After" tbe people" of the whole country had become parties to the constitution of the United Mates, their rights as members of the United States government were secured by it, and they could not afterwards be enslaved by the
state governments-for the constitution of the United States is .. the supreme
law," (operating .. directly on the people and for their benefit," say the supreme court, 4 JVheaton 404-5), and necessarily secures to all the people inrior Court of Massachusetts, and upon the same grounds, substantially, as those upon
which Lord Mansfielddischarged Somersett, when his case came before him. The
case here alluded to, was James VB. Lechmere, brought by the Plaintiff, a negro,
against his master to recover his freedom."
"" Perhaps it may be claimed by some that the constitution of South Carolina was
an exception to this rule. By that constitution it was provided tbat tbe qualifications
of members of the Senate and Houseof Representatives" sl.all bethe ,ame a, mentioned
in the e1ectw.. act."
" The election act" was an act of the Provincil\l Assembly passed in 1759,which
provided that members of the assembly" shall bave in tbis province a settled plantstion or freehold estate of at least five hundred acres of land, alw twtnty ,ravel."
But this act was necessarily void, 80 far as the requirement in regard to slaves was
concerned,because slavery being repugnant to the laws of England, It could have no
legal existence in the colony, which was restricted from making any laws except such
as were conformable,as nearly as circnmstances would allow, to the laws, statutes,
and rights of the realm of England.
This part of the act, then, being void at the time it was passed, and up to the time
of the adoptionof the constitution of the State, the provision in that constitution could
not legally be held to give force to thi. part of tAe act. Besides,there could be DO
slaves, legally Ipea1cifIJI, In 1778.for the act to refer to.
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dividually al] the rights it intended to secure to any; and these rights are such
as are incompatible with their being enslaved by subordinate governments.
But it will be said that the constitution of the United States itself recognizes
slavery, to wit, in the provision requiring .. the whole number of free persons"
and .. three fifths of all other persons"
to be counted in making up the basie
of representation
and taxation.
But this interpretation
of the word .. free" is
only another of the fraudulent interpretations,
which the slaveholders and their
northern accomplices have succeeded in placing upon the constitution.
The legal and technical meaning of the word" free," as used in England for
centuries, has been to designate a native or naturalized member of the state,
as distinguished from an alien, or foreigner not naturalized.
Thus the term
"free British subject." means, not a person who is not a slave, but a native
born, or naturalized SUbject, who is a member of the state, and entitled to all
tile rights ofa member of the state, in contradistinction
to aliens, and persons
not thus entitled.
The word .. free" was used in this sense in nearly or quite all the colonial
charters, the fundamental constitutions of this country, up to the time of the
revolution.
In 1787 and 1789, when the United States constitution was adopt-

ed, the word "free" was used in this political sense in the constitutions Of the
three slaveholding states, Georgia, South Carolina, and .North Carolina.
It
was also used in this sense in the articles of Confederation.·
The word "free"
was also used in this political sense in the ordinance of
1787, in four different instances, to wit, three times in the provision fixing the
basis ofreprcsentation,
and once in the article of compact, which provides that
when the states to be formed out of the territory should have sixty thousand
free inhabitants, they should be entitled to admission into the Confederacy.
That tho word "frec" was here used in its political sense, and not as the correlative of sla ves, is proved by the fact that the ordinance itself prohihited slavery
in the territory.
It would have been absurd to use the word .. free"
as the
correlative of slaves, when slaves were to have no existence under the ordinance.
This political meaning, whieh the word" free to had borne in the English law,
and in all the constitutional
law of this country, up to the adoption of the constitution of the United States, was the meaning which nil legal rules of interpretation required that congress and the courts should give to the word in that
instrument.
But we are told again that

the constitution

recognizes

the legality

of the

slave trade, nnd by consequence the legality of slavery, in the clause respecting
the" importation of persons. to But the word" importation,"
when applied to
.. persons,"
no more Implies that the persons are slaves, than does the word
.. transportation."
It was perfectly understood, in the convention that framed
the cofrstitution-e-and
the language was chosen with special care to that endthat there was nothing in the language itself, that legally recognized the slavery of the persons to be imported; althxugh some of the members, (how many
</I For proof tllnt such was the meaning of the word II free"
in those Instruments, I
must refer to my argument on II The Unconstitutionnlity of Slavery,"
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we do not know}, while choosing language with an avowed caution against
.. admitting, in the conditution, the idea that there could be property in man,"
intended, if they could induce the people to adopt the constitution, and could
then get the control of the government, to pervert this language into a license
to the slave trade.
This fraudulent perversion of the legal meaning of the language of the constitution, is all the license the constitution ever gave to the slave trade.
Chief Justice Marshall, in the case of the Brig Wilson, (1 Brockcnbrough,
433-5), held that the words" import" and" imported," in an act of Congress,
applied to free persons as well as to slaves. If, then, the word" Importation,"
in the constitution, applies properly to free persons, it certainly cannot imply
that any of the persons imported are slaves.
If the constitution, truly interpreted, contain no sanction of slavery, the
slaves of this country are as much entitled to the writ of habeas corpus at the
hands of the United States government, as are the whites.

B
.B.uthoritiesjor

the Right

oj the Jury to judge

oj the Law in Oriminal

Oases.

The House of Representatives of the United States, by a vole of more than
two to one, once affirmed the right of the jury to judge of the law, in criminal
cases, to be an "indisputable right,"-and
impeached one of the Justices of
the Supreme Court of the United States for infringing it. The following is a.
copy of the caption, and one of the articles, of an impeachment, found by the
House of Representatives, (in 1804), against Samuel Chase, one of the Judges
of the Supreme Court.
" .B.rticles exhibited by the House oj Representative!
of the United Slates, in
the name oj themselves, and of all the people of the United States, against
Samuel Uhase, one oj the .B.ssociate Justices of the Supreme Court oj the United
States, in maintenance and support of their impeachment against him,jor
high
crime, and misdemeanon."

ARTICLE

I.

That, unmindful of the solemn duties of his office, and contrary to the sacred
obligation by which he stood bound to dischar~e them "faithfully and impartially, and without respect to persons," the said Samuel Chase, on the trial of
John Fries, charged with treason before the Circuit Court of the United States,
held for the district of Pennsylvania, in the city of Philadelphia, during the
months of April and !\lay, one thousand eight hundred, whereatthe said Samuel
Chase presided, did, in his judicial capacity, conduct himself in a manner highly
arbitrary, oppressive, and unjust, viz.
1. In dellverinz an opinion, in writing, on the question of law, on the construction of which, the defence of the accused materially depended, tending to
prejudice the minds of the jury against the case of the said John Fries, the
prisoner, before counsel had been heard in his defence.
2. In restricting the counsel for the said Fries from recurring to such English
authorities as they believed apposite; or from citing certain statutes of the
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United States, which 1hey deemed illustrative of the positions, upon which they
intended to rest the defence of their client.
3. In debarring the prisoner from his constitutional privilege of addressing the
jury (through his counsel) on the law, as well as on the fact, which was to determme his guilt, or innocence, and at the same time endeavoring to wrest from
thejury their indisputable right to hear argument, and determine upon the queation of law, as well as the question of fact, involved in the verdict which they
were required to give:
In consequence of which irregular conduct of the said Samuel Chase, as dangerous to our liberties, as it is novel to our laws and usages, the said John Fries
was deprived of the right, secured to him by the eighth article amendatory of
the constitution. and was condemned to death without having been heard by
counsel, in his defence, to the disgrace ofthe character of the American bench,
in manifest viulation of law and justice, and in open contempt of the right' of
juri", on which, ultimately, rest the liberty and safety of the .8merican people."
This charge was made by the House of Representatives, against that judge,
by a vote of 83 yeas, to 34 nays. Of course, all those who voted for this
charge, believed it to be an lI!uiJputable right of the jury to hear argument,
(on the law), and determine upon the question of law, as well as the question
of fact, involved in the verdict," and that an infringement of that right was
both
dangerous to our liberties," and
novel to our laws and usages," a.
.. manifest violation oflaw and justice," an .. open contempt of the rights of
juries, on which, ultimately rest the liberty and safety of the American people."
Whether those who voted nay, had the same opinion on this point, or whether
they voted nay on the ground that the fact of the infringement of the right of
the jury was not sufficiently proved, does not appear.
The judge was tried by the Senate on this impeachment. On the trial it was
proved that, although the judge, before the trial of Fries was commenced,
gaTe notice to the counsel of Fries that he should lay some restrictions upon
them, in addressing the jury on the law, and in citing ancient English authorities, which he considered inapplicable and improper, yet when those restrictions
were objected to, he gave them notice that they might have full freedom in
those particulars. It also appeared that in his charge to the jury, he said to
them:
.. It is the duty of the court in this case, and in all criminal cases, to state
to the jury their opinion of the law arising on the facts; but the jury are to
decide on the present and in all criminal cases, both the law and the facts, on
their consideration of the whole case."
II

II

II

But notwithstanding his offer of entire freedom to the counsel of Fries in
arguing the law, and citing authorities, as they should think proper, an d notwithstanding his charge to the jury, distinctly instructing them that they were
judges of the law 8S well as the fact, in that and in all criminal cases, yet, inal'_
much as his conduct at the first had been somewhat arbitrary and improper, and
such a8 it was supposed, might prejudice the minds of the jury against Fries, on
the question of law involved in his defence, sixteen out of thirty-four Senators
voted to' convict the judge, on this charge of infringing the right of the jury to
judge of the law. The sixteen Senators, who voted for his conviction, of course
held that the jury had the right to judge of the law. And it is not only supposable, but highly probable, that of the eighteen Senators, who voted for his ac-
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quittal, some or all held the same opinion, but believed that the judge had not
really infringed, or intentionally infringed, the right of the jury in that particular.
Thus we have the decided opinions of eighty-three, out of one hundred and
seventeen members of the House of Represenhtives, and of sixteen out of
thirty-four, Senators, of the United States, in favor of the doctrine that the jury
have the right to judge of the law,-while there is no distinct evidence that
either of the other thirty-four Representatives, or the other eighteen Senators,
repudiated the doctrine.
The Supreme Court of tho United States also, in a charge given to a ju!,)',
in a civil case, (John Jay, Chief Justice, doing it in behalf of the whole court),
gave these instructions to them :..It may not be amiss, here gentlemen, to remind you of the good old rule,
that on questions of fact, it is the province of the jury, on questions of law, it is
the provmce of the court, to decide. But it must be observed, that by the same
law that recognizes this reasonable distribution of jurisdiction, you have neverthtless a right to take upon younelves to judge of both, and to determine the law
as well as the fact in controversy. On this, ana on every other occasion, however, we have no doubt you will pay that respect, which is due to the opinion
of the court; for, as on the one hand, it is presumed that juries are the best
judges of facts, it is, on the other hand, presumable that the court are the best
jud~es of law. Hut still both objects are lawfully within your power of
deqislon."
The State of Georgia VB, Brailsford, et al. (3 Dalla. 4).
On the 14th of July, 1798, Congress passed an act for punishing certain libels
against the government of the United States. By this act it was declared that
.. the jury who shall try the cause, shall have a right to determine the law and
the fact, under the direction of the court, as in other cases."
The words" under the direction of the court," may, to unprofessional readers, make the meaning of this provision equivocal. Such readers may think the
word" direction," equivalent to .. dictation." But if thaI meaning were given
to it, the provision would be absurd,-would contradict itsolf,-for then the
jury would not .. have the right to determine the law and the fact," as the
statute provides that they shall have; but the law would be determined by
the court, and the jury would be bound by their determination.
The
word .. direction," then must mean something that is consistent with the
jury's" determining the law and the fact," instead of their being bound by any
opinion of the court. And that meaning can only be one that is equivalent to
advice, guidance, information, instruction, and assistance, which every body
admits that a court have a right, and are bound, to render to a jury, still leaving them finally to determine the matter for themselves,-as we see was done
by the Supreme Court in the case just cited.
The use of the words .. as in other cases," is an admission, on the part of
Congress and the president, that .. in other cases" .. the jury ha ve the right to
determine the law and the fact."
In addition to these opinions of Congress, the President, and of the Supreme
Court of the United States, I add some other eminent authorities, on both sides
of the question.
James WilBon,one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, one of
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the most distinguished
among the framers of the United States constitution,
and afterwards one of the Judges of the Supreme Court of the United States,
says,"It is true, that, in matters of law, the jurors are entitled to the assistance
of the judges;
but it is also true that, after they receive it, they have the right
of judgmg for themselves."
1 Wilaon's Work" 12.
" The Roman juries were judges of law as well as of fact."
2 Wilson's

Worka, 320.

" The antiquity of this institution among the most civilized people of the
world, is urged as an argument, that it is founded in nature and original justice.
'rhe trial by a jury of our own equals seems to grow out of the idea of just gOY
ernment,and
is founded in the nature of things."
2 Wilson', Works,319.
In the case of'United States vs. Battiste, Story said it had been the opinion of
.. the whole of his professional life," that the jury had not the right to judge of
the law".
2 Sumner; 243.
In United States vs. Wilson, Justice Baldwin, of the Supreme Court
United States, held that the jury had the right to judge of the law.

Baldwin',
Two years afterwards,
held that they had
issue in that case.

110t

in the case of United States

of the

O. O. R. 108.

vs. Shive, the same judge

the right to judge of a particular

question

of law put in

Baldwin', Rep., 510.

In 1804, the Judges of the Supreme Court of New York, in a case of libel,
were equally divided in opinion on the question,-Kent
and Thompson being in
favor of the right, and Lewis and Livingston against it.
The People vs. Oroneell, 3 Johnson', Oases, 337.
At the next session of the legislature of New York an act concerning
" passed both houses unanimously"
providing,

libels

"That
on every such indictment or information, the jury, who shall try the
same, shall have a right to determine the law and the fact, under the direction
of the court, as in other criminal cases."
3 Johnson's Oa'eI,412.
In Commonwealth

vs. Knapp,

(1830),

the SupremeCourt

of Massachusetts

said,"As the jury have the right, and, if required by the prisoner, are bound, to
return a general verdict of guilty, or not guilty, they must necessarily, in the
discharge of this duty, decide such questions of law as well as of fact, as are
involved in the general question.
..
..
..
"It is thelr duty to decide all points of law, which are involved in the general question of the guilt or innocence of the prISoner."
10 Pickering, 496'
In Commonwealth

vs. Kneeland,

(1838),

the same court said,-

" In criminal cases, by the form in which the issue is made up, the jury pass
upon the whole matter of law and fact."
20 Pickering, 222.
In Commonwealth
vs, Potter, (1845), the same court decided that the jury
had not the right to judge of the law, but were bound to take it as laid down to
them by the court.
10 Metcalf, 263.
In the case of Townsend VB. the State, the Supreme
that the jury had not the right to judge of the
w.

Court of Indiana held
2 Blackford, 151.
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Two years afterwards, in the cases, Warren VB. the State, and Armstrong '"5.
the State, the same court held that the jury had the right to judge of the law.
4 Blackford, 150-249.
In the case of Pierce vs. the State, the Supreme Court "of New Hampshire
held that the jury had not this right.
13 N. H. Rep., 536.
In the case of the State ve. Snow, the Supreme Gourt of Maine, say,eeThe presiding judge erred, in determining that, in criminal cases, the jury
are not the judges of the law as well as the fact. Both are involved in the issue
they are called upon to try; and the botter opinion very clearly is, that the
law and the fact are equally submitted to their determination."
6 Shepley, 348.
In the case oftbe State vs, Jones, the Supreme Court of Alabama say,.. The power of the jury to judge both of law and fact, results necessarily
from the very constitution of that body, and from their right to find a general
verdict (of not guilty) for the 'prisoner, which the court cannot disturb
.. ..
When a juror is sworn, he is invested with the office of judge, and authorized
to pronounce the law in the particular case he has to try, and does so when he
renders his verdict, whether he abides by, or disregards the opinion of the
court."
5 Alabama Reports, 672-3.
III the case of Montgomery VB. Ohio, the Supreme Court of Ohio held that
the jury had not the right to judge of the law.
11 Ohio Rep., 424.
In Montee vs, Commonwealth. the Supreme Court of Kentucky said,.. Tbey (the jury), have the right, in all cases, to find a general verdict of
guilty or not guilty. As guilt or innocence, is a deduction from the law and
facts of the case, the jury must, therefore, necessarily decide the law, incidentally. as well as the facts, before they can say that the accused is guilty or not
guilty."
3 J. J. Marshall, 149.
The constitution of Kentucky declares that" in all indictments Ior.libela, the
jury shall have a right to determine the law and the facts, under the direction
of the court, as in other cases."
The constitution ofIndiana has the same provision.
The constitution ofIlIinois has the same provision.
The constitution of Texas has the same provision.
The constitution of Ohio bas the same provision.
The constitution of Tennessee provides that .. in all indictments for libels,
the jury shall have a right to determine the law and the facts, under the direction of the court, as in other criminal cases."
The constitution of Michigan provides that .. in all prosecutions or indictments for libels, .. .. the jury shall have the right to determine the law
and the fact."
The constitution of Missouri declares that .. in all prosecutions for libels, the
truth may be given in evidence, and the jury may determine the law and the
facts under the direction of the court."
The constitution of Arkansas provides that" in all indictments for libels, the
jury shall have the right to determine the law and the facts."
The constitution of Wisconsin sa}"s that co in all criminal prosecutions or
indictments for libel, • '" .. the jury shall have the right to determine the
law and the fact."
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The constitution of Mississippi declares that .. in all prosecutions or indictments for hbels, ... ... ... the jury shall have the right to determine the law
and the facts under the direction of the court."
The constitution of Maine declares that .. in all indictments for libels, the
jury, after having received the direction of the court, shall have aright to determine, at their discretion, the law and the fact."
The new constitution of New York provides that" in all criminal prosecutions or indictments for libels, ... ... ... the jury shall have the right to determine the law and the fact."
The foregoing statutory and constitutional provisions for the right of the jury
to judge of the law in cases of libel, had their origin in a false decision by Lord
lIIansfield, in 1784, in which he held that, in the trial of an indictment for libel,
the jury had no right to take it upon themselves to judge whether the writing
charged as libellous, was really so, or not,-but
that they must leave that
question wholly with the court.
8 Term Reporl8, 428 note.
This decision created much agitation in England, inasmuch as its effect was
to give to the judiciary the power to restrain, within such limits as it pleased,
the freedom of the press, in the discussion of the characters and conduct of
public men. To remove any doubts excited by the decision, and to maintain
the legitimate freedom of the press, Parliament Boon after passed a special act,
.. that on the trial of an indictment or information for a libel, the jury may give
a general verdict of guilty or not guilty, upon the whole matter put in issue,
and shall not be required or directed by the court or judge to find the defendant
guilty, merely on the proof of the publication by the defendant of the paper
charged to be a libel, and of the sense ascribed to the same in the indictment
or information."
Sial. 82 Gto. 8, c. 60.
The purport of this act is that the jury may judge both of the law and the
fact.
The example of Parliament was followed extensively in this country, as the
preceding citations show.
On the general question of the right of the jury to judge of the law, in criminal cases, there has been for centuries the same disagreement among judges In
England as in this country. If this disagreement proves nothing else, it at least
proves this, that the permanent judiciary are utterly unworthy to be intrusted
with the decision of the law in criminal cases. If after centuries of controversy,
they cannot determine a point so important to the liberties of a people as is the
one whether the jury may rightfully judge of the law? that is, whether" the
country" may judge of its own liberties? they are manifestly unfit to be entrusted with the decision of any ,other question involving the freedom of the
people.
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o.
_VanVield'&argument again.tJhe Right of the Jury tojudge
inal cases.

of tic

fau: in crim-

Mansfield's argument, if argument it can be called, against the right of tl.e
jury to judge of the law, is this.
"They (the jury) do not know, nnd are not presumed to know, the law;
they are not sworn to decide the law; they are not required to do it. • •
The jury ought not to assume the jurisdiction of law; they do not know, and
are not presumed to know, any thing of the matter; they do not understand
the language, in which it is conceived, or the meaning of the terms; they have
no rule to go by but their passions and wishes."
8 Term Rep. 428 no/e.
One answer to this argument is, that the jury are the "peers"
of the accused, and consequently are supposed to know the law as well as he does. He
is presumed to know the law, otherwise he could not be held guilty ofa criminal intent in violating it. If, then, he is rightfully presumed to know the law,
his "peers"
must be presumed equally to know it. If his "peers"
do not
know the law, then it must be presumed that he did not know it, and that he
therefore had no criminal intent in transgressing it.
The effect, therefore, of trial by jury, in criminal cases, is to hold no accused
person responsible for a more precise or accurate knowledge of the law, than is
common to his fellow men. And this is all that he ought to be held responsible
for. Ifhe is to be held responsible for a more accurate knowledge of the law
than his "peers "-his fellow-men in the slime rank and condition of life-he
is liable to be held guilty in law, when he had no criminal intent, and had been
guilty of no culpable neglect in ascertaining the law-for that neglect cannot
be legally culpable, which is common to the mass of mankind.
Mansfield's argument goes to this extent, that the common people, (such as
juries are composed of), know nothing of the law, and are not presumed to
know any thing of it; and yet, if one of their number transgress it, he is then
presumed to have known it, and to have had a criminal intent, (without which
there can be no crime), in transgressing it.
This doctrine looks as if judger, as well as juries, sometimes" had no rule to
go by but their passions and wishes." Whatever imperfection there may be in
the judgment of juries, I apprehend they have never, (unless under the dictation
of a court), acted upon so atrocious a principle as the one here avowed by
Mansfield.
Mansfield's argument is the argument of all who oppose the right of the jury
to judge of the law. And it seems to prove very satisfactorily that, if the people cannot trust their liberties in their own hands, there is little hope for them at
the hands of judges-for the doctrine of those, who oppose the right of the jury
to judge of the law, is, that tho people must trust their liberties in tbe hands of
judges, whose reasons and rules of judgment are unintelligible to the people,
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and the justice or injustice of whose decisions the people consequently cannot
understand.
This doctrine supposes that it is not necessary that the people should know,
for themselves, whether they are living under a .just government, or a tyrannical one; that if they are ever punished for doing what they think they have 0.
right to do, and what they think they never gave up their right to do, it is quite
sufficient for them to have the word of the judges that the punishment is according to law.
Such liberty as this, Mansfield no doubt thought was good enough for mankind at large. But whether it is such liberty as will always satisfy the people
themselves, remains to be seen. They will probably prefer a liberty, that is a
little more intelligible, even though it should be, (what in reality it would not
be), a little less refined.
The people, it is true, are not very learned in the laws. But they have sufficiently clear ideas of liberty, justice, and men's natural rights, to be reasonably
competent to determine whether, in a given case, one man has infringed the
rights of another, and ought to be punished therefor. And it seems to be a
somewhat strong trait in the Anglo-Saxon character, that they prefer to trust
their liberties in the hands of their" peers," rather than in the hands of judges,
whose pretended superiority in knowledge may be merely a cloak for practising
such oppressions as cannot be otherwise justified to the minds of those who are
the subjects of them.
'
Story's argument is substantially the same with Mansfield's, (United States
liS. Battiste,2 Sumner, 243.)
Mansfield and Story, I think; are the most distinguished authorities of modern
times, against the right of the jury to judge of the law. One would infer from
their opinions, and the grounds of them, that neither had ever heard, or supposed that the world had ever heard, of the common law of England, or of such
an instrument as Magna Charta.
The idea that, in this country, where the people institute government for the
preservation of their tights, and where they must be presumed to know what
rights they had in view in so doing, they are not competent, as jurors, to judge
when those rights are invaded, is absurd.
It cannot be said that if they judge of the law, their ignorance may be dangerous to the prisoner; because if he be convicted against law, he has his appeal to the court. It is· only when they acquit, that their judgment is final.
!\Iagna Charta does not Bay that a man shall be punished by the judgment of
his peers; but only that he shall not be punished .. unless by the judgment of
his peers." He may be acquitted, but cannot be convicted, against their j'udgment,
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D
Effect of Trial by Jury, in nullifying other Legislatio71'than the Pugilil'e
Slave Laws.
If jurors, in criminal cases, have the right to judge of the law, of its constitutionality, and its justice, the trial by jury can be made efficient for nullifying
nearly all unconstitutional and unjust legislation; because it makes it safe to
violate, and resist the execution of it.
It would, for instance, make it safe to resist the execution of all those unequal and iniquitous revenue laws, which in reality confiscate ten, twenty,
thirty, or .fifty per cent of one man's property, under pretence of taxation,
while ninety-nine one-hundredths, more or Jess, of all the otber property of the
country goes free of taxation; laws, the object of which is, not only to make
one man pay the taxes of others, but also to make tbe mass of the people pay
to a few domestic manufacturers, ten, twenty, thirty, or finy per cent more for
tbeir commodities, than they would be worth in free and open market.
It is as much the duty of a man to defend his property against such laws, as
to defend it against pirates and highwaymen. And the execution of such laws
would certainly be resisted, if it were understood that jurors had a right, in trying men for such resistance, to judge of the justice of the laws.
The laws against smuggling also, which confiscate a man's entire cargo, as a
punishment for evading a tax gatherer, who, but for the evasion, would have
seized a half or a quarter of it, would be nullified by the trial by jury, if it were
understood that jurors bad a right to judge of tbe justice of the laws.
Tbe laws against smuggling are unconstitutional, as well as unjust. The
constitution gives not tbe slightest authority for laws, that punish men for concealing tbeir property from the tax gatherer. ~Ien have a natural right to conceal their property; tor they may fear other robbers than the tax gatherer.
The government must find property before they can tax it; and when they
have found it, they are authorized only to tax it. They have no authority to
confiscate it, as a punishment to the proprietor for not having voluntarily exposed it for taxation.
The constitution declares simply that" the congress shall have power to lay
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises," &c. Here is no authority for
confiscating property, which the owner had refused to expose to, or had attempted to conceal from, the tax gatherer.
The constitution gives no more power to confiscate imported goods, for the
reason mentioned, than to confiscate domestic property. Suppose a direct tax
were laid, who imagines that congress would have power to confiscate all property, which the owners should refuse to expose to, orshould attempt to conceal
from, the assessors? Yet they would have the same right in that case, that
they have in tbe case of imported goods; for the constitution makes no distinction, in this particular, between imported and domestic goods.
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The state governments have power to lay taxes also; but who supposes they
have power to confiscate property, or punish the owner by imprisonment, because he refuses to disclose how much money he has in his pocket, or attempts
to conceal any other property from the assessorsl Yet the states have as much
power to do so, as have congress.
The true trial by jury would also abolish the government monopoly in the
carriage ofletters and papers. IC mankind have any natural rights, the right
of transmitting intelligence to each other, in any way that is intrinsically innocent, is one of them. And juries, if they knew their duties, would sustain that
right, by refusing ever to convict a man for exercising it.
The laws against this right is another of the many laws, for which the constitution gives no authority. The constitution says simply that" Congress shall
have power to establish post-offices and post roads." It gives them no power
til forbid others to establish post. offices and post roads in competition with
those of Congress. Suppose the constitution had said that Congress shall have
power to establish stage coaches, steam-boats, and rail-roads, for the transportation of passengers and merchandize; does anyone imagine that that would
have given them any authority to prohibit others from establishing stagecoaches, steam-boats, and rail-roads in competition with those of Congress 1
Yet that case would have been a parallel one to the post-office power.
The trial by jury would also open all vacant wild lands tu the settler, free of
charge by, or interference from, the government. The Greator gave lands, not
to governments, but to men. And men have the same natural right to take
possession of unoccupied wild lands, without permit from the government, that
they have to dip water from the stream, to breathe the air, or enjoy the sunshine. And juries, if they knew their duties, would protect men in the enjoyment of this right, by acquitting them, if indicted as trespassers, or for resisting
the government in its attempts to dispossess them of their lands.
What is true of lands, is true also of all mines, salt springs, &c., which men
find in the earth. A man has the same right to dig gold OJ.ltof the earth, without asking permission of the government, if he can find a spot unoccupied by
any other man, that he has to dig roots.
In the state governments, the trial by jury would abolish all restrictions upon
contracts, that are intrinsically lawful, between man and man. It would, for
example, abolish the laws which prohibit free banking, and limit the rates of
interest; laws, which make currency scarce, and make credit and capital difficult to be obtained. Also the laws, which forbid the sale of certain commodities, unless inspected by officers of the government; which forbid men to act
as pilots, auctioneers, or innholders, unless specially licensed; and aU other
laws, which require that men ohtain a special license from the government for
doing any act or business that is intrinsically lawful.
In fact the trial by jury would abolish the whole catalogue of laws against
acts not criminal in themselves, by which monopolies are sustained, and men
are deprived of their natural rights; 18ws founded on the principle that the
destruction of private rights is promotive of the public good.
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The trial by jury would compel the free administration of justice. A man haa
a natural right to enforce his own rights, and redress his own wrongs. If one
man owe another a debt, and refuse to pay it, the creditor has a natural right
to seize sufficient property of the debtor, wherever he can find it, to satisfy the
debt. If one man commit a trespass upon the person, property, or character
of another, the injured party has a natural right either to chastise the aggressor,
or to take compensation for the injury out of his property. But as the government is an impartial party, as between these individuals, it is more likely to do
exact justice between them, than the injured individual himself would do. The
government also, having more power at its command, is likely to right a man's
wrongs more peacefully than the injured party himself could do it. If therefore,
the government will do the work of enforcing a man's rigbts, or of redressing bis
wrongs, free of expense to him, be is under a moral obligation to leave the work
in the hands of tbe government,-but not otherwise. When the government
forbids him to enforce bis own rights, or redress his own wrongs, and deprives
him of all means of obtaining justice, except on the condition of his employing
the government to obtain it for him, and of paying the government for doing it,
the government becomes itself an accomplice of the oppresaor. If the govern,
ment will forbid a man to protect his own rights, it is bound to do it for him,
free of expense to him. And so long as government refuses to do this, juries, if
they knew their duties, would protect a man in defending his own rights.
Probably one half of tho community are virtually deprive of all protection
for their rights, except what the criminal law affords them. Courts of justice,
for all civil suits, are as effectually shut against them, as though it were done
by bolt, and bars. Being forbidden to maintain their own rights by force,-as.
for instance, to compel the payment of debts,-and being unable to pay the
expenses of civil sults, they have no alternative but submission to many acts of
injustice, against which the government is bound either to protect them,frte of
expense, or allow them to protect themselves.
The free administration of justice is one of the principles of Magna CbartaIts language is, .. We will sell to no man, we will deny no man, nor deferrigbt
or justice." What is it but seJling right and justice, to compel a man to pay the
cost of it 1 or any part of the necessary cost of it 1 There would be the slime
reason, in compelling a party to pay the judge and the jury for their services,
that there is in compelling him to pay the witnesses, or any other neceuary
ebarges.
The above principle of Magna Charta is incorporated into many of our atate
constitutions; but it is a dead letter in all of them, But if the trial by jury were
rightly understood, the administration of justice would have to be made free, or
juries would protect men in defending their rights by force.
This compelling parties to pay the expenses of civil suits, is one of the many
cases, in which government is false to the fundamental principles, on which it
is based, What is the object of government but to protect men's rights 1 On
what principle does a man pay his taxes to the government, except on that of
contributing his proportion towards tbe necessary CO!tof protecting the rights of
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all? Yet when his own rights are actually invaded, this government, which he
contributes to support, becomes his enemy, and will neither protect his rights,
(except at his own cost), nor suffer him to do it himself.
The free administration of justice would promote simplicity and stability in
the laws. The mania of legislation would be in a great measure restrained, if
the government were compelled to lIay the expenses of all the suits that grow
out of it.
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Mr. Garrison... disagreeing to its conclusions on the ground that the words of the Conlti.
tutlon do not tUlly express the intentions of its authors, yet says :-" His logiC may be
faultless, lIS a mereJy I~gal eWort." "We admit Mr. Spooner's reasoning to be ingemous
-perhaps
liS an effort of logic, unanswerable,"
"It Impresses us as the pfllducti\ln of 1\
mind equ;!ly honest and acute." "Its ability, and the importance of the subject on whleh
It Ireats, will doubtless secure for it a Wide Circulation and a careful perusal."
Mr. Joshua Leavitt says: -"It is unanswerable. There Will never be nn honest auempt
to answer it. Neither priest nor politician, lawyer nor judge, Will ever dare undertake t'l
sunder that iron-linked chain of argument, which runs straight through this book fro",
hegmning to end. U
IIIr. Gerrit ::lmit~ in a letter to the Liberty Press, (Utica,) says: -" It is admirable.
I warmly commend It to )'ou and your readers." "High as were my opinions of his ability, they are higher now that I have read his argument in favor of his posulon that there
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at the Boston bar. It will at the bar of posterity."
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dust everytlung which has preceded it upon that subject. Let every friend of the Slavll
read the work witbout delay. I believe it IS destmed to give a new phase to ourstru~le."
Richard Hildreth. &q., says:-"No
one can deny to the present work the ment of
great ability and great learning." "If aoybody wishes to see this argument handled
masterly manner, with great clearness and plainness,and an array of con.tjtullonallearr.ins.
which,lD the hands of most lawyers, would have ezpanded into at least three royal octavos,
we commend them to Mr. Spooner's modest pamphlet of one hundred and fifty-six pages."
Ehhu Burritt says:-"
It evinces II depth of legal erudition, which would do honor tp
the first jurist of the age."
The True Americau (Cortland county, N. Y.,) saYl>:-"It is an imperishable and triumphant work." "A law argument that would add 10 the fame of the most famed Jun"h
living or dead."
The Bangor Gazette sars:-"It
is indeed II masterly argument." .. No one, uuprejudiced, who has supposed that that instrument (the COlIstltulion) contained guarantees of
slavery or who b:u; had doubts upon the point, can nse from the perusal Without feelrng
reliev:.\. from the supposition that our !;Tcat nauonal charter IS one of lolavcr) and "lit of
t1eedom. And no lawyer can rem it without admirmg, besides Its other great excellences,
the clearness of its style, and its logical precisron. ,.
The Hampshire Herald (Nonhamptou} loa)s : -" It is worthy the must glltcd mtelleet
In the country."
The 'Vorcester County Gazette snys :-"l\Ir.
Spooner, we think, has clearly shown thaJ
It (sla.ury) has no cOllstitutionallllundatiuu."
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'l'b. ~
Presa,(Utica,) 1&,,81-"Th. anthor Iabon to ahow, IUdd_ lbow,that
.lavery in &hi. country ia UnCODltltutional,and unlustsined b)' law,8ither allte or iId.nii.11
The Granite Freeman says:-"We
wish every voter in the Unloncould have th.oppOr.
tunity to read this magnificent argument. We should hear no mol", al\er that, or-t~
'~ml'romi""
oC the Constitution' as an argument to close the lips 8IId palay the blmds
tliOse who abhor slavery and labor for its removal."
Tbe Cbarter Oak SI\YS: .:» OC its rare merit as a copnoyenial argument, it is aaJlefftuous to speak. It may, in (act, be regarded
unanswerable, and we ,re \'8rt1U'Idedthal
its genetal circulation would give 1\ new aspect to tI.t Anu'Slavery caase, by _ex}llcidinll'tbq
popular, but mistaken notion, that slavery_is somehow entrenched behind the ConstitutlOD."
The Alban,. Patriot says :-" This effort of Mr. Spooner is a remarkable one in man)'
respects, It IS unrivalled in the simplicity, elearness aad Coreeof '!y~ with which it i.
executed, The argument is original steel-rihhed, and triumphant.
It J:>eara down all 01"
loOSiti.JO. Pettifoggin~, black-leiter dullness and pedantry, .~ial
pleading and demagogIsm, all retire before It. If every lawyer in the country could hnve it put inID hia handa;
and be induced to study it, as he does his brief, it would alone overthrow alavety. Then!
is moral forc~ euough in il Corthat purpose,"
The Chronolype calls it II One of tlie most m~ificent
eonstltuticna! ~nts
ever
produced in IIny country." II It needs such a work as Mr. I;l~ne'r'& On con~itlJtional ia"
10 make the Conetitutlon of'the least value to us as a shield ofrights."
The l.ih~rt,. Gazette \J3qrlingtqn, Vt.} says :-" This work cAnnol be tw hil!:hl,. praised
pr too extensively eircu ated, Its rea~onini'18 conclusive, and'no one
re8ii It witho~
I,eing convinced that the Constit,ution, instead oC being the friend and prolel:tOr of sluery,
i~a purell' .\nti-Slavery document."
The lniliana Freeman says :-" Every Abolitiollist should have this admirabl" work,
11111\ keep it hi constant circulation among hia neighbors."
The Worcester lEgis says :-" This work i8 one oCthe ablest,perhaj18 the ablest rene",
p,l" nil the arguments, pro and con, upon the subject of slavery, that hal. yeJ emanated from
fhe American press. No one who reels the leasl interest whateJer ill tl\is great qllcaliol'l
.hQuld fail to }lQlI>esshimself of a copy."
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ALSO FOR SALE AS ABOVE,
THE TRIAL A.ND IM)?RISQNMENT
OF JONATHAN WA-J.~~I:l..~,nSllCOI't,
Florida, (or aidmg slaves til ~scape from bcindlH:e; wilh an App"ndlx, con"
II aketCft
of his life. Price 25 cents.
Mr. SU'llller'a Fourth DC Ju\y Oration, qn the TRPE GlUNDEUR
OF NATIONS.
Price 25 cents.
Mr. Parker's SElU\ION ON W A.R, preached at the Melodeon on Sundar, Jan. T, 1846.
16,ents.
Liueoln'a ANTI-SLA. VEij.Y MF.J.QDJES. 25 cent ••
NARRATIVE of the sulferings of LEWIS and MILTON CL4RKE,
among thl!
Slaveholders of Kentucky. 25 cents.
THE WATER CURE FOR DEBILITATED YOUNG MEN; add."ased ID Fath~rs
as well as Sons, Trallslnted Irorn the German of Chriftian RiUer, M. p., with Not";'
cnueal and explauatory, by Dr. Alco1t. 20 cents.
DR. GRAHAM'S LECTURElS TO YOUNG l\lEN ON CHASTITY.
!ptended
,!'Iso for the serious consideration of Parents and Guardi"na. 50 eenjs,
MRS. CHILD'S LETTERS
FRml
NEW-YORK.
'15..,ts.
do.
do.
~ISTORY
OF WO;\IEN, 2 v.ols. '16 cents
All the works oC C,omjle and FOwler, on P~RENOLOGV,
PHYSIOLOGY,
&.c
POVERT:Y.-Its
Illegal Causes and Legal Cure, by Ly,ander Spooner. 25 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY
OF MES;\IE~ISl\I, by J. JJ. Dl)ds. 26 cents.
THE COMPLETE
PHQNOGRAPHIC
CLASS BOOK, containing a strictlyi,,"
liuctive exposltlon of Pttman's Phonography. 3'1(-~ cenlt<
THE PHONOGRAPHIC
REAQER.
~3 ~1)lS.
THE PHILOSOPHY
Ox;' THE \yATEJ{ CURP. 2.5 cents.
IlR. ALCOTT ON TH;E USE QF TOBACCC. 12 \-2 cents.
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